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Home  Topics  Heritage places and items  Search for heritage

Chinese Garden of Friendship
Item details

Name of item: Chinese Garden of Friendship

Type of item: Complex / Group

Group/Collection:
 

Landscape - Cultural

Category: Other - Landscape - Cultural

Location: Lat: -33.876527 Long: 151.202824

Primary address: 1 Harbour Street, Darling Harbour, NSW 2000

Parish: St Andrew

County: Cumberland

Local govt. area: Sydney

Property description

Lot/Volume Code Lot/Volume Number Section Number Plan/Folio Code Plan/Folio Number

PART LOT 3  DP 1206677

All addresses

Street Address Suburb/town LGA Parish County Type

1 Harbour Street Darling Harbour Sydney St Andrew Cumberland Primary Address

Day Street and Pier Street Darling Harbour Sydney   Alternate Address

Statement of signi�cance:

 The Chinese Garden of Friendship is state significant as an outstanding exemplar of a 
community-based late overseas Chinese garden of the type found in Australasia, North 
America and Europe constructed in the late twentieth and early twenty-first century. It was 
the first Southern or Cantonese style garden in New South Wales developed cooperatively 
between Sydney's Chinese communities and public authorities in New South Wales and 
Guangdong. 
 
 
 
The Garden demonstrates living traditions of over a thousand years in formal garden design 
and making in China and long continuities of particularly Southern, formal garden design 
and horticultural practices. It transcends boundaries between Cantonese cultural 
sensibilities within Sydney's urban context. Its penjing collection of miniature landscapes, 
cultivated in Sydney, diverse in their use of indigenous plant species such as the Port 
Jackson fig as well as species from China. The collection's cross-cultural significance is 
enhanced by geometric timber tracery screens and open-sided pavilions copied from 
historic Sydney models as a conscious expression of Chinoiserie. They provided a degree of 
popular familiarity and receptivity to Chinese gardens that hailed the construction of this 

https://www.environment.nsw.gov.au/
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garden. 
 
 
 
The Garden is a unifying element tying the larger scale of the new Darling Harbour and 
older, more intimate spaces of Haymarket's streets and lanes. The continuing development 
of Sydney's Chinese communities are reflected in its Southern Chinese design and 
artisanship, in conjunction with Sydney and New South Wales' materials and construction. 
The Garden provides continuity to a landscape rooted in the ever-more sophisticated 
Haymarket Chinatown of which it is now a distinct quarter. 
 
 
 
The Garden symbolises the welcoming of Australian-Chinese communities into New South 
Wales and Australian society. It represents the successful collaboration of Cantonese and 
Sydney designers, technicians and tradesmen and the transfer of traditional skills and 
techniques. It is a unique example of cross-cultural exchange in the construction of built 
and landscape forms that clearly demonstrate the rich heritage of Guangdong and 
Southern China translated into a new and unique garden enjoyed by the whole community.

 Date significance updated: 06 Aug 18   

 Note: The State Heritage Inventory provides information about heritage items listed by 
local and State government agencies. The State Heritage Inventory is continually being 
updated by local and State agencies as new information becomes available. Read the OEH 
copyright and disclaimer.

Description

Designer/Maker: Guangzhou Garden Planning & Building Design Instt.;Tsang & Lee; Edmond Bull & Corkery;

Builder/Maker: Gutteridge Haskins & Davey; Darlg. Hbr. Auth.; Imperiial Gardens; Leightons; Aust.Native 
Landscapes

Construction 
years: 

1986-1988

Physical 
description: 

The garden is a designed landscape largely enclosed by a masonry wall, covering 
10,300m2 (1.03 ha) in area. This area is composed of three main elements: 
 
 
 
- garden landscaping 5,700m2 
 
- lake and streams 3,300m2 
 
- pavilions and other structures 1,300m2 
 
 
 
The site includes the forecourt entrance stairs, fire egress ramp, two imperial guardian lion 
(or ski) statues and plantings of Chinese elms (Ulmus parvifolia), all of which adjoin the 
garden wall outside the garden proper. 
 
 
 
Much of Cockle Bay comprises 19th century, introduced fill of unknown quality, provenance 
and changed ground levels. Following reclamation, this site had multiple industrial uses 
from the early 19th century on, with its final use being for warehousing. Industrial 
remnants are buried below the garden. 
 
 
 
The various elements are described in turn below. 
 
 
 
The Garden Wall:  
 
The garden is enclosed by a white painted, rendered masonry wall on 3 sides (south, east 
and north). The wall is 
 

https://www.environment.nsw.gov.au/support/copyright-and-disclaimer
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approximately four metres in height and capped with scroll styled terracotta tiles. The 
western side is defined by a palisade fence transitioning to a mixed water and pavilion 
edge. The palisade fence is atypical but included so passing pedestrians can see into and 
be attracted to visit the garden. This 'open' fence also has a very important role in the feng 
shui of the garden, allowing the qi energy to move from the garden towards Cockle Bay. 
 
 
 
Forecourt - 
 
The garden entrance is defined by stairs and podium with two imperial guardian lion (or 
shi) statues protecting the entrance, one male and one female. The stairs and podium, 
while outside the walls, are part of the garden proper and of the quarantine fumigation 
process. Some ceramic trays (pen or pun) and some specimen stones, are from 
Guangdong.  
 
 
 
Pavilions - 
 
There are 17 pavilions in the garden, some interconnected, others are free standing, 
constructed with components from both China and Australia, including: 
 
- grey roof tiles (Guangdong). 
 
- golden glazed roof (Guangdong). 
 
- Gurr pavilion, granite paving and handrails (Guangdong) 
 
- grey bricks (from Guangdong, recycled from demolished historic buildings). The bricks 
were refurbished and polished in China. 
 
- grey floor tiles (Shanghai). 
 
- grey ceramic door and window reveals (Shanghai). 
 
- ceramic grills (Shanghai). 
 
- granite column bases, margins, cladding, handrails, paving and door frames (Fujian). 
 
- geometric timber tracery, and other structural elements (New South Wales). 
 
 
 
Water -  
 
The water bodies including the lake, pond and brooks, are constructed with a concrete base 
liner. The waterfall rockwork is sprayed concrete over a wire formwork, similar to the 
technique used in the artificial grottoes in the animal enclosures at Taronga Zoo, Mosman. 
Water is recycled, filtered and UV treated similarly to a public fountain system. 
 
 
 
Garden rock - 
 
All general landscape rock is water-weathered fossiliferous limestone from an ancient river 
bed, excavated from 
 
Cumnock Station, in Cabonne Shire, New South Wales. In China, similarly water-worn rock 
was very highly prized in gardens, often coming from Lake Tai. This represents a local 
variation in material on a traditional pattern of use. 
 
 
 
Garden granite bridges -  
 
All stone bridges are granite fromGuangdong, China. 
 
 
 
Featured rock sculptures 
 
- Ying rocks in the Courtyard of Welcoming Fragrance are weathered limestone quarried 
from the mountains of Yingde, a district in south Guangdong. 
 
- Ying rock sculptured mountain and stairs to the Tea House are from Yingde in China (see 
above). 
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- Taihui rock in the garden of the Hall of Longevity is a rare weathered limestone from Lake 
Tai in China and a gift from 
 
Guangdong. 
 
- Wax rock in paved courtyard of Hall of Longevity is a rare river-moulded rock and a gift 
from Guangdong. 
 
 
 
The dragon wall 
 
The Dragon Wall is a double sided, free-standing screen made of glazed terracotta from 
China, commissioned specifically for this garden and a gift from the government of 
Guangdong. The wall depicts a blue dragon representing New South Wales and a brown 
dragon representing Guangdong, both are in search of the pearl of wisdom. The wall design 
is based on the 'nine dragon walls' in Datong, Shangxi. The wall was manufactured by 
Shiran Glazed Pottery in 943 pieces and assembled on site by potters from China. 
 
 
 
The main, or Mountain Gate - 
 
This gate was a gift from the government of Guangdong. 
 
 
 
Landscape paving -  
 
All paving including pebble mosaics are supplied and laid by New South Wales contractors. 
The mosaic patterns are 
 
both decorative and suggest a natural stone scree found along the edges of lakes and 
rivers. 
 
 
 
Pavilion artworks -  
 
All art including calligraphy, wall hangings and paintings are a gift from the government of 
Guangdong. 
 
 
 
Pavilion furniture -  
 
All traditional furniture pieces are a gift from Guangdong, while the recent addition of a 
display cabinet in the Water Pavilion was designed and built in New South Wales. 
 
 
 
Planting -  
 
All plants were sourced in New South Wales, including Australian and exotic species. There 
are two lychee trees (Litchi chinensis) that were planted by visiting governors of 
Guangdong province in 2009 and 2015. Lychee is one of the 'four great fruits of Lingnan', 
along with banana, pineapple and paw paw. 
 
 
 
Penjing (kV) collection -  
 
Tenjing', or 'pun-gingE'l ( Ek-i)in Cantonese, roughly translates as 'landscapes in a tray' or 
'tray scenery'. It focuses on creating a miniature landscape of trees and rock, sometimes 
with added figurines and landscape elements such as bridges, pavilions and farm animals. 
The collection commenced in 1992 and is largely created in the Cantonese or Lingnan style 
of penjing, which is particular to Guangdong and Guangxi provinces. This style pays 
particular attention to matching the natural and artificial elements, such as plant and pot. 
 
 
 
There are 17 individual examples in the collection, composed of 13 different species 
including two Port Jackson figs (Ficus rubignosa). 
 
 
 
Ages of individual penjing, where known, range from 12 years to about 70 years. All have 
been cultivated and styled in Sydney by penjing artists. Two very old and well regarded 
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penjing were sent from Guangdong as a gift in 1988, but they did not survive the 
quarantine fumigation process. Some of the ceramic trays (pen or pun), and some of the 
specimen stones, are from Guangdong. The penjing collection is owned by the Crown 
through Place Management NSW.

Physical 
condition and/or

 Archaeological 
potential: 

Condition: 
 
Fabric - good to excellent 
 
Archaeological potential - moderate to high 
 
 
 
Integrity:  
 
Excellent 
 
Overall, the garden is little changed since construction. The plantings have matured 
considerably since 1988 and have at times affected key visual connections between various 
elements. General maintenance and considered interventions are addressing these matters 
over time. Plant shaping to align with design principles, including feng-shui, scale, massing 
and form are recognised and being addressed over time.

 Date condition updated:06 Jun 18   

Modifications and 
dates: 

2005: Conversion of the Blue Room (pre-2005 it was used as a cafe), located above the 
current cafe seating area, due to poor access. The Blue Room remains in original condition 
and is now used as a meeting room and for internal staff activities only. It is not currently 
(at the time of nomination in 2018) accessible to the public although this may change in 
the future. 
 
 
 
An original memorabilia shop was converted into the current cafe. To build a new kitchen, a 
small open courtyard at the back of the shop, where the penjing collection was originally 
displayed, was demolished. The penjing collection was relocated to the Courtyard of 
Welcoming Fragrance as the garden entry.  
 
 
 
The forecourt was remodelled to accommodate an access ramp for those with a disability, 
and generally enlarged to the west to give the entrance more presence in the broader 
Darling Harbour landscape. 
 
 
 
In 2013 the public toilet along the southern wall was internally renovated. There was no 
change in its footprint. 
 
 
 
The pavilions are in original condition. Ongoing maintenance has focussed on painting and 
minor repairs only. renovation.

Further 
information: 

Prior to colonisation the site was open water adjacent to a low lying swampy area. From 
about 1850 to 1984 the site was in-filled and used as industrial land.

Current use: Public Chinese garden, cultural and tourist attraction

Former use: Aboriginal land, harbourside industrial site, export refrigeration complex

History

Historical notes: Prior to colonisation the site was open water adjacent to a low lying swampy area. From 
about 1850 to 1984 the site was filled-in and used as industrial land. 
 
 
 
The land that would become the Chinese Garden of Friendship is in Cockle Bay and was 
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progressively reclaimed and industrialised from the early years of the 19th century. 
Industries included ship building and repairs around the edges of the water, while further 
inland predominant uses were engineering workshops, metal foundries and food milling 
factories. 
 
  
 
The site was first developed as Mort's Fresh Food & Ice Company in the 1850s with 
internationally significant developments in refrigeration technology arising from this period. 
Late 19th century light industrial buildings on the site and in its vicinity were demolished in 
1985 as part of the Bicentenary redevelopment of Darling Harbour. This site history is 
uncommon for overseas Chinese gardens, which are typically located in existing parklands. 
The exception is several gardens in Hong Kong that were built in the 1970s-80s on 
reclaimed waterside industrial land. 
 
 
 
The Landscape Section of the NSW Public Works, Government Architect's Branch were 
directly involved in development and construction of the garden. Oi Choong, then Head of 
the Landscape Section, notes that along with the Mt. Tomah (now the Blue Mountains) 
Botanic Garden and Mt. Annan (now the Australian) Botanic Gardens and Bicentennial Park 
(at Homebush Bay), the Chinese Garden of Friendship is one of the few seminal landscapes 
built to celebrate Australia's bicentennary (Choong, pers.comm., 27/7/2018). 
 
 
 
The Chinese Garden of Friendship was formally opened to the public in 1988 during the 
Bicentennial celebrations. It was the culmination of years of lobbying by Sydney's Chinese 
communities, and a complex design and construction process undertaken jointly by the 
Guangzhou Garden Planning & Design Institute and the Darling Harbour Authority. 
 
 
 
Mr Henry Tsang OAM is a leading figure in Sydney's Chinese community, a member of 
Sydney City Council (1991-1999) and the NSW Legislative Council (1999-2009). He had 
advocated the establishment of a Chinese garden in Sydney since the 1970s. At that time, 
overseas Chinese gardens were first established in Hong Kong and Singapore. In the early 
1980s, the grounds of Sydney's two oldest Chinese temples (Tze Yup temple in Glebe, and 
Yiu Ming temple in Alexandria) were embellished with new boundary walls and pailou 
(gates). At the same time, the local Chinese community in British Columbia (Canada) has 
succeeded in having a Chinese garden established in Vancouver, which opened in 1982. 
 
 
 
With the announcement in 1984 of the redevelopment of Darling Harbour to align with the 
upcoming 1988 bicentenary of colonisation, the local Chinese community lobbied the NSW 
government for a garden site in Darling Harbour. Tsang approached Neville Wran, the then 
Premier of New South Wales (1976-1986), to allocate an area of crown land for a 
traditional Chinese garden to celebrate the role of the Chinese community in developing 
Australia's commercial and social structures since the early 19th century. Tsang and the 
local Chinese community were able to secure from Wran a site adjacent to Chinatown in 
Haymarket, and helped facilitate an intergovernmental relationship between the Province of 
Guangdong and State of New South Wales to jointly fund, design and construct the new 
garden. 
 
 
 
The relationship between Sydney and Guangzhou (previously Romanized as Canton), the 
capital of Guangdong province, is particularly strong because of trade and migration since 
the earliest days of colonisation. The agreement stipulated Guangdong would provide the 
design of the garden and key building materials, furniture and artworks that are intrinsic to 
the classic garden typology, while New South Wales would manage and fund its 
construction through the Darling Harbour Authority. 
 
 
 
The garden design is a built and horticultural expression of a private garden, sometimes 
described as a scholar's or classical garden. 
 
 
 
Garden typologies created over the last thousand years from the Song to the Qin dynasties 
demonstrate many historical, philosophical and regional variations. For instance, the cold 
climate Northern garden styles favour deciduous plant species and an urban character, 
while the warmer temperate climates of the Southern styles are marked by 
 
lusher sub-tropical plantings. Southern styles are sometimes called Cantonese, from their 
associations with Guangdong, Guangxi and Hainan provinces and Hong Kong and Macau, or 
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Lingnam, meaning 'south of the mountains', referring to the region's location south of the 
Five Ranges of the Yangtze Valley. Generally, a private garden is a place of retreat and 
reflection, poetry, art, calligraphy and horticulture. 
 
 
 
The Garden of Friendship design weaves the principles of auspicious positioning and 
orientation to channel positive qi energy through the garden; provides a preferred large 
and central water body to capture positive energy otherwise expressed as wealth and 
prosperity; demonstrates the placement of landforms to block unfavourable weather while 
opening the garden to the positive movement of the sun; places pavilions around the water 
body to reflect upon and 
 
disseminate the positive energy stored within the water body; and establishes key visual 
connections between the host and guest pavilions and landscape. A 2004 feng shui 
assessment of the garden considered it as a reflection of these design principles and as an 
embodiment of the five elemental relationships between water, earth, air, wood and steel. 
 
 
 
There is considerable documentation of the challenges with building the garden, from the 
initial Cantonese concept drawings and their conversion into Australian-style construction 
drawings; sourcing local trades people with the skills to undertake very unusual 
construction methodologies; finding suitable local building materials; importing special 
materials from China such as artworks, furniture, tiles and feature rocks; and the politics of 
Chinese working on the site within the strict union rules and regulations of the time. 
 
 
 
The garden was formally opened on 17 January 1988, at the commencement of the 
Bicentennial celebrations that strongly focused on Australia's achievements as a multi-
cultural society with an official theme of 'Living Together'. It was first such garden in the 
southern hemisphere, the second in an English-language settler society after Vancouver, 
and among the earliest in the world. 
 
 
 
This process of 'translation', in which a Southern-style garden was recontextualised in the 
setting of the new Darling Harbour development, brought together a unique fusion of 
Cantonese and Sydneysider styles, materials, artisanship and horticultural practices. In the 
spirit of 'translation', the garden's plantings have evolved greatly since that time. It was 
very raw when opened and being a new landscape was overplanted in the expectation that 
natural losses would occur. It has prospered, and over time plants have had to be removed 
to give others around them room to expand, and to preserve particular visual connections. 
 
 
 
Like any living garden, the Garden of Friendship is continually changing, and these dynamic 
processes are actively managed to retain the original design spirit and integrity while 
allowing its evolution in response to climatic and social changes, and the natural life cycles 
of living plants. 
 
 
 
Key elements within the townscape setting for the Garden of Friendship are Tumbalong 
Park and Tumbalong Boulevard. 
 
Tumbalong Park is a key link in the qi line from the garden to Cockle Bay, while the 
boulevard is the effective buffer between the garden and the very large Sydney 
International Convention Exhibition and Entertainment Precinct (SICEEP) structures. The qi 
line has been marked since 2017 by a bronze strip across the stage in Tumbalong Park 
symbolically linking the garden with the parkland and the waters of Darling Harbour (Place 
Management NSW). 
 
 
 
Launching The Chinese Garden of Friendship's 30th Anniversary in 2018,  the initiative of 
Minister Victor Dominello with the Chinese Gardens Advisory Panel welcomed key 
community leaders and representatives to celebrate Chinese New Year during a magical 
auspicious evening that marks CNY in one of the city's key cultural places.  2018 will see 
the garden's planned development plans and community collaboration in building a 
prosperous future for the Gardens (Haymarket Chamber of Commerce, 17/3/2018). The 
gardens are holding a festival to celebrate 30 year anniversary: events  29/9-14/10/2018 
(CentralMag, 26/9/18, 7). 
 
 
 
On 4 October 2018 the Hon. Victor Dominello MP, as Minister for Services and Property, 
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(Places NSW) used an event celebrating the Garden's 30th anniversary as an opportunity to 
announce that Gabrielle Upton MP, Minister for Heritage has recently added the place on 
the State Heritage Register. The event was well attended by the Heritage Council with the 
Chair,  Deputy Chair, Mark Dunn, Louise Cox, Bruce Pettman and with Prof Richard Mackay 
amongst a strong Chinese community presence (Tim Smith, pers.comm., 5/10/18).

Historic themes

Australian
theme
(abbrev)

New South Wales theme Local theme

 
                1. 
Environment-
Tracing the 
evolution of a 
continent's 
special 
environments 
            

 
                Environment - naturally evolved-Activities associated with the 
physical surroundings that support human life and influence or shape 
human cultures. 
            

 
                Gardens- 
            

 
                1. 
Environment-
Tracing the 
evolution of a 
continent's 
special 
environments 
            

 
                Environment - naturally evolved-Activities associated with the 
physical surroundings that support human life and influence or shape 
human cultures. 
            

 
                River flats- 
            

 
                1. 
Environment-
Tracing the 
evolution of a 
continent's 
special 
environments 
            

 
                Environment - naturally evolved-Activities associated with the 
physical surroundings that support human life and influence or shape 
human cultures. 
            

 
                Changing the 
environment- 
            

 
                2. 
Peopling-
Peopling the 
continent 
            

 
                Ethnic influences-Activities associated with common cultural 
traditions and peoples of shared descent, and with exchanges between 
such traditions and peoples. 
            

 
                Chinese cultural 
accommodations of Western 
influences- 
            

 
                3. 
Economy-
Developing local, 
regional and 
national 
economies 
            

 
                Environment - cultural landscape-Activities associated with the 
interactions between humans, human societies and the shaping of their 
physical surroundings 
            

 
                Sydney and 
Australian Landmark- 
            

 
                3. 
Economy-
Developing local, 
regional and 
national 
economies 
            

 
                Environment - cultural landscape-Activities associated with the 
interactions between humans, human societies and the shaping of their 
physical surroundings 
            

 
                Significant 
Places How are significant 
places marked in the 
landscape by, or for, different 
groups-Monuments and 
Sites 
            

 
                3. 
Economy-
Developing local, 

 
                Environment - cultural landscape-Activities associated with the 
interactions between humans, human societies and the shaping of their 

 
                Creating 
environments evocative of 
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regional and 
national 
economies 
            

physical surroundings 
            

the 'old country'- 
            

 
                3. 
Economy-
Developing local, 
regional and 
national 
economies 
            

 
                Environment - cultural landscape-Activities associated with the 
interactions between humans, human societies and the shaping of their 
physical surroundings 
            

 
                Landscapes 
and parklands of distinctive 
styles- 
            

 
                3. 
Economy-
Developing local, 
regional and 
national 
economies 
            

 
                Environment - cultural landscape-Activities associated with the 
interactions between humans, human societies and the shaping of their 
physical surroundings 
            

 
                Landscapes of 
scenic beauty- 
            

 
                3. 
Economy-
Developing local, 
regional and 
national 
economies 
            

 
                Environment - cultural landscape-Activities associated with the 
interactions between humans, human societies and the shaping of their 
physical surroundings 
            

 
                Gardens 
celebrating multiculturalism- 
            

 
                3. 
Economy-
Developing local, 
regional and 
national 
economies 
            

 
                Environment - cultural landscape-Activities associated with the 
interactions between humans, human societies and the shaping of their 
physical surroundings 
            

 
                Landscapes of 
contemplation and devotion- 
            

 
                3. 
Economy-
Developing local, 
regional and 
national 
economies 
            

 
                Environment - cultural landscape-Activities associated with the 
interactions between humans, human societies and the shaping of their 
physical surroundings 
            

 
                Gardens and 
landscapes reminiscent of an 
'old country'- 
            

 
                3. 
Economy-
Developing local, 
regional and 
national 
economies 
            

 
                Environment - cultural landscape-Activities associated with the 
interactions between humans, human societies and the shaping of their 
physical surroundings 
            

 
                Landscapes 
demonstrating styles in 
landscape design- 
            

 
                3. 
Economy-
Developing local, 
regional and 
national 
economies 
            

 
                Environment - cultural landscape-Activities associated with the 
interactions between humans, human societies and the shaping of their 
physical surroundings 
            

 
                Landscapes of 
passive recreation- 
            

 
                3. 
Economy-
Developing local, 
regional and 

 
                Environment - cultural landscape-Activities associated with the 
interactions between humans, human societies and the shaping of their 
physical surroundings 
            

 
                Landscapes of 
urban amenity- 
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national 
economies 
            

 
                4. 
Settlement-
Building 
settlements, 
towns and cities 
            

 
                Land tenure-Activities and processes for identifying forms of 
ownership and occupancy of land and water, both Aboriginal and non-
Aboriginal 
            

 
                Changing land 
uses - from suburban lots to 
public gardens- 
            

 
                4. 
Settlement-
Building 
settlements, 
towns and cities 
            

 
                Towns, suburbs and villages-Activities associated with 
creating, planning and managing urban functions, landscapes and lifestyles 
in towns, suburbs and villages 
            

 
                Creating 
landmark structures and 
places in urban settings- 
            

 
                7. 
Governing-
Governing 
            

 
                Government and Administration-Activities associated with the 
governance of local areas, regions, the State and the nation, and the 
administration of public programs - includes both principled and corrupt 
activities. 
            

 
                Public works- 
            

 
                8. 
Culture-
Developing 
cultural 
institutions and 
ways of life 
            

 
                Creative endeavour-Activities associated with the production 
and performance of literary, artistic, architectural and other imaginative, 
interpretive or inventive works; and/or associated with the production and 
expression of cultural phenomena; and/or environments that have inspired 
such creative activities. 
            

 
                Performing 
theatrical entertainments- 
            

 
                8. 
Culture-
Developing 
cultural 
institutions and 
ways of life 
            

 
                Creative endeavour-Activities associated with the production 
and performance of literary, artistic, architectural and other imaginative, 
interpretive or inventive works; and/or associated with the production and 
expression of cultural phenomena; and/or environments that have inspired 
such creative activities. 
            

 
                Parks and 
public gardens- 
            

 
                8. 
Culture-
Developing 
cultural 
institutions and 
ways of life 
            

 
                Creative endeavour-Activities associated with the production 
and performance of literary, artistic, architectural and other imaginative, 
interpretive or inventive works; and/or associated with the production and 
expression of cultural phenomena; and/or environments that have inspired 
such creative activities. 
            

 
                Creating works 
of art- 
            

 
                8. 
Culture-
Developing 
cultural 
institutions and 
ways of life 
            

 
                Creative endeavour-Activities associated with the production 
and performance of literary, artistic, architectural and other imaginative, 
interpretive or inventive works; and/or associated with the production and 
expression of cultural phenomena; and/or environments that have inspired 
such creative activities. 
            

 
                Designing in an 
exemplary architectural 
style- 
            

 
                8. 
Culture-
Developing 
cultural 
institutions and 
ways of life 
            

 
                Creative endeavour-Activities associated with the production 
and performance of literary, artistic, architectural and other imaginative, 
interpretive or inventive works; and/or associated with the production and 
expression of cultural phenomena; and/or environments that have inspired 
such creative activities. 
            

 
                Adaptation of 
overseas design for local 
use- 
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                8. 
Culture-
Developing 
cultural 
institutions and 
ways of life 
            

 
                Creative endeavour-Activities associated with the production 
and performance of literary, artistic, architectural and other imaginative, 
interpretive or inventive works; and/or associated with the production and 
expression of cultural phenomena; and/or environments that have inspired 
such creative activities. 
            

 
                Designing 
landscapes in an exemplary 
style- 
            

 
                8. 
Culture-
Developing 
cultural 
institutions and 
ways of life 
            

 
                Creative endeavour-Activities associated with the production 
and performance of literary, artistic, architectural and other imaginative, 
interpretive or inventive works; and/or associated with the production and 
expression of cultural phenomena; and/or environments that have inspired 
such creative activities. 
            

 
                Designing 
structures to emphasise their 
important roles- 
            

 
                8. 
Culture-
Developing 
cultural 
institutions and 
ways of life 
            

 
                Creative endeavour-Activities associated with the production 
and performance of literary, artistic, architectural and other imaginative, 
interpretive or inventive works; and/or associated with the production and 
expression of cultural phenomena; and/or environments that have inspired 
such creative activities. 
            

 
                Architectural 
styles and periods - 
Southern Chinese or 
Cantonese style- 
            

 
                8. 
Culture-
Developing 
cultural 
institutions and 
ways of life 
            

 
                Creative endeavour-Activities associated with the production 
and performance of literary, artistic, architectural and other imaginative, 
interpretive or inventive works; and/or associated with the production and 
expression of cultural phenomena; and/or environments that have inspired 
such creative activities. 
            

 
                Interior design 
styles and periods - 
Southern Chinese or 
Cantonese style- 
            

 
                8. 
Culture-
Developing 
cultural 
institutions and 
ways of life 
            

 
                Creative endeavour-Activities associated with the production 
and performance of literary, artistic, architectural and other imaginative, 
interpretive or inventive works; and/or associated with the production and 
expression of cultural phenomena; and/or environments that have inspired 
such creative activities. 
            

 
                Landscaping - 
Southern Chinese or 
Cantonese style gardens- 
            

 
                8. 
Culture-
Developing 
cultural 
institutions and 
ways of life 
            

 
                Leisure-Activities associated with recreation and relaxation 
            

 
                Outdoor relief- 
            

 
                8. 
Culture-
Developing 
cultural 
institutions and 
ways of life 
            

 
                Leisure-Activities associated with recreation and relaxation 
            

 
                Visiting 
gardens- 
            

 
                8. 
Culture-
Developing 
cultural 
institutions and 
ways of life 
            

 
                Leisure-Activities associated with recreation and relaxation 
            

 
                Tourism- 
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                8. 
Culture-
Developing 
cultural 
institutions and 
ways of life 
            

                Leisure-Activities associated with recreation and relaxation 
            

                Developing 
collections of items- 
            

 
                8. 
Culture-
Developing 
cultural 
institutions and 
ways of life 
            

 
                Leisure-Activities associated with recreation and relaxation 
            

 
                Outdoor 
concerts and performances- 
            

 
                8. 
Culture-
Developing 
cultural 
institutions and 
ways of life 
            

 
                Leisure-Activities associated with recreation and relaxation 
            

 
                Activities 
associated with relaxation 
and recreation- 
            

 
                8. 
Culture-
Developing 
cultural 
institutions and 
ways of life 
            

 
                Leisure-Activities associated with recreation and relaxation 
            

 
                Visiting places 
of romantic inspiration- 
            

 
                8. 
Culture-
Developing 
cultural 
institutions and 
ways of life 
            

 
                Leisure-Activities associated with recreation and relaxation 
            

 
                Enjoying public 
parks and gardens- 
            

 
                8. 
Culture-
Developing 
cultural 
institutions and 
ways of life 
            

 
                Leisure-Activities associated with recreation and relaxation 
            

 
                Gathering at 
landmark places to socialise- 
            

 
                8. 
Culture-
Developing 
cultural 
institutions and 
ways of life 
            

 
                Social institutions-Activities and organisational arrangements 
for the provision of social activities 
            

 
                Places of 
informal community 
gatherings- 
            

 
                8. 
Culture-
Developing 
cultural 
institutions and 
ways of life 
            

 
                Social institutions-Activities and organisational arrangements 
for the provision of social activities 
            

 
                Developing 
local clubs and meeting 
places- 
            

 
                8. 

 
                Social institutions-Activities and organisational arrangements 

 
                Belonging to an 
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Culture-
Developing 
cultural 
institutions and 
ways of life 
            

for the provision of social activities 
            

historical society or heritage 
organisation- 
            

 
                9. 
Phases of Life-
Marking the 
phases of life 
            

 
                Persons-Activities of, and associations with, identifiable 
individuals, families and communal groups 
            

 
                Associations 
with the Hon. Neville Wran 
AC CNZM QC, NSW 
Premier 1976-86- 
            

 
                9. 
Phases of Life-
Marking the 
phases of life 
            

 
                Persons-Activities of, and associations with, identifiable 
individuals, families and communal groups 
            

 
                Associations 
with Henry Tsang OAM, 
Deputy Sydney Lord Mayor, 
Councillor, architect- 
            

 
                9. 
Phases of Life-
Marking the 
phases of life 
            

 
                Persons-Activities of, and associations with, identifiable 
individuals, families and communal groups 
            

 
                Associations 
with Thomas Sutcliffe Mort, 
merchant, philanthropist, 
horticulturist- 
            

Assessment of signi�cance

SHR Criteria a)
 [Historical 

significance] 

The Chinese Garden of Friendship is historically significant at the State level for evidence of 
the human activity of making and maintaining gardens and landscape design. It continues 
over a thousand-years of formal garden design and making in China and some two hundred 
years of formal garden design and making in New South Wales. Its particular style shows 
blending of Southern or Cantonese design and elements from Guangdong with building and 
plant materials from New South Wales to produce a historically unique garden in Sydney. 
 
 
 
The Garden is historically significant for associations with the symbolic public acceptance of 
Australian-Chinese communities as part of broader New South Wales and Australian 
communities during 1988 bicentennial celebrations, when multiculturalism and a theme of 
'Living Together' were strongly promoted.  
 
 
 
The Chinese Garden of Friendship is historically significant for maintaining and showing 
continuing development of Sydney and broader Australian-Chinese communities. These 
have continued since the 1850s, creating and using a sequence of vernacular and designed 
structures and landscapes across the state reflecting Chinese and more particularly 
Cantonese, design and artisanship, local materials and construction practices. The Garden, 
as a product of desires of the local community, is evidence of this process of 'translation' of 
a venerable historic institution, the formal garden, into a new physical and cultural 
environment and a desire for a public expression of culture and outreach. 
 
 
 
The Garden expresses Cantonese cultural sensibilities in a Sydney context and blurs 
boundaries between them. It continues, through its dynamic nature and continuing 
maintenance, to be a manifestation of two centuries of cultural, social and economic 
exchange between New South Wales and Guangdong. 
 
 
 
The Chinese Garden of Friendship is historically significant for demonstrating increasingly 
sophisticated development of distinctive Chinatowns in Sydney and especially Haymarket, 
which continues to thrive and grow while earlier examples, such as in The Rocks and Surry 
Hills, are now mainly historical, rather than living communities. 
 
 
 
The Garden is also historically significant for its capacity to demonstrate urban renewal in 
Sydney as a world city. Its location in Darling Harbour, formerly a polluted industrial area, 
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subsequent survival and development during later waves of renewal here, are evidence of 
historical importance in anchoring and providing continuity in periods of upheaval 
associated with urban renewal.

SHR Criteria c)
 [Aesthetic 

significance] 

The Chinese Garden of Friendship is state-significant in representing the successful 
collaboration of Cantonese and Sydneysider architects, landscape architects, technicians 
and tradesmen in transferring traditional skills and techniques. Elements such as pavilions, 
bridges, rockwork, landscape art and furniture reflect Chinese architectural styles, some 
constructed by artisans from Guangzhou while others by locals trained using materials and 
techniques otherwise rare in Australia. The gardens represent a unique example of 
innovative and cross-cultural exchange. 
 
 
 
The Garden is state-significant for creative or technical innovation or achievement, such as 
its penjing collection of miniature landscapes known in a limited number of overseas 
Chinese gardens, including Singapore, Seattle, Montreal, Portland and Huntington. These 
have been cultivated in Sydney and form a distinctive and highly creative element, 
especially their use of indigenous species such as Port Jackson fig. The collection has 
inspired development of other collections in New South Wales and establishment of a 
Penjing Academy. 
 
 
 
The Chinese Garden of Friendship is significant for its aesthetic distinctiveness as the only 
example of a Southern style Chinese garden in New South Wales and Australia. Stylistic 
elements such as golden roof tiles, grey bricks, water bodies, granite bridges, natural rock 
sculptures, dragon wall and Mountain Gate exemplify the style, as do plantings such as 
lychees. There is no other landscape of comparable aesthetic distinctiveness in New South 
Wales. 
 
 
 
The geometric timber tracery screens and the open-sided pavilions exemplify elements 
copied as a conscious expression of imaginary Chinese styles, known as Chinoiserie, 
intended for a Western audience. They exemplify the original forms of such a style and 
show capacity to respond to local climate in providing perforated screens and shading for 
outdoor rooms and verandahs.  
 
 
 
The Chinese Garden of Friendship is state-significant for its landmark qualities as uniting 
the new larger scale of Sydney International Convention Exhibition and Entertainment 
Precinct (SICEEP) structures and spaces in Darling Harbour and the older, more intimate 
scale of Haymarket's enclosing streets and lanes. Motorists travelling on the A4 motorway 
obtain glimpses of its pavilions through trees and over the wall, as do residents of 
apartment towers, views not available anywhere else. In distant views, the Garden forms a 
distinctive landmark of greenery and trees in a highly urban environment.

SHR Criteria d)
 [Social significance] 

The Chinese Garden of Friendship is state-significant for its special associations with 
Sydney's Chinese communities and broader Australian Chinese communities. The garden 
hosts community meetings, plays an important role in annual Chinese New Year 
celebrations, cultural activities such as traditional tea ceremonies, Chinese Opera and 
penjing display competitions. 
 
  
 
The Garden is important to the community's sense of place because of its location in 
transitional space between the older Chinatown of Haymarket and urban renewal spaces of 
Darling Harbour. The Garden is increasingly regarded in Sydney's Chinese communities as a 
quarter of Chinatown, its 'domain' or parkland that helps reinforce a strong sense of place 
and provides space for respite and reflection, celebration and community-building in an 
area of growing high-rise buildings and population.  
 
 
 
The Chinese Garden of Friendship is significant for its importance to a community's sense 
of place, shown in records and event data that show some 230,000 visitors during 2016-17 
and an annual average over 2012-2017 of 205,000. Visitors include school groups, school 
holiday programs, evening functions and wedding ceremonies, as well as filming and 
photography activities.

SHR Criteria f)
 [Rarity] 

The Chinese Garden of Friendship is rare on the state level as the only example in New 
South Wales of a Southern or Cantonese style garden, developed in co-operation between 
Sydney's local Chinese communities, relevant authorities in New South Wales and 
Guangdong. More recent Chinese gardens in New South Wales use different styles and 
have not been developed to the same extent or in a similar highly urban context. In a 
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national and global context, this is an early example of a Chinese Garden outside China, 
following the Dr Sun Yat Sen Garden in Canada and the Bochun Garden in Germany by two 
years. At least 16 Chinese gardens were built globally outside China after Sydney's garden, 
and thus it is rare in NSW and also part of a small group globally. 
 
 
 
The Garden is rare for its capacity to demonstrate designs and techniques of exceptional 
interest, especially transfer of knowledge and skills between Guangdong and New South 
Wales in construction of built and landscape forms demonstrating the rich built and 
horticultural heritage of Guangdong and Southern China. 
 
 
 
The Chinese Garden of Friendship gives rare evidence of Sydney's Chinese communities 
and broader Australian-Chinese communities and the uncommon act of establishing and 
maintaining a Chinese garden as a public park, which expresses a particular Southern style 
as adapted and translated in New South Wales to form a place of unique importance to 
those, other Australian and all visiting communities.

Integrity/Intactn
ess: 

Excellent, overall the garden is little-changed since construction. It can be appreciated that 
a garden is a living and evolving landscpe. The plantings have matured considerably since 
1988 and have at times affected key visual connections between various elements of the 
garden. General maintenance and considered interventions are addressing these matters 
over time. Plant shaping to align with design principles, including feng-shui, scale, massing 
and form are recognised and being addressed over time.

Assessment 
criteria: 

 Items are assessed against the  State Heritage Register (SHR) Criteria to 
determine the level of significance. Refer to the Listings below for the level of statutory 
protection.

Recommended management:

 Adhere to and implement the 2012-2015 Chinese Garden of Friendship Horticulture Major 
Maintenance Plan; and the 2012 Chinese Garden of Friendship Interpretation Strategy.

Recommendations

Management Category Description Date Updated

Statutory Instrument Nominate for State Heritage Register (SHR)  

Recommended Management Produce a  Conservation Management Plan (CMP)  

Recommended Management Prepare a maintenance schedule or guidelines  

Recommended Management Carry out interpretation, promotion and/or education  

Procedures /Exemptions

Section
of act

Description Title Comments Action
date

57(2) Exemption 
to allow 
work

Standa
rd 
Exemp
tions

 
                SCHEDULE OF STANDARD EXEMPTIONS 
 
HERITAGE ACT 1977 
 
Notice of Order Under Section 57 (2) of the Heritage Act 1977 
 
 
 
I, the Minister for Planning, pursuant to subsection 57(2) of the Heritage 
Act 1977, on the recommendation of the Heritage Council of New South 
Wales, do by this Order: 
 
 

Sep  5 
2008 

https://www.environment.nsw.gov.au/resources/heritagebranch/heritage/listings/criteria.pdf
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1. revoke the Schedule of Exemptions to subsection 57(1) of the Heritage 
Act made under subsection 57(2) and published in the Government 
Gazette on 22 February 2008; and 
 
 
 
2. grant standard exemptions from subsection 57(1) of the Heritage Act 
1977, described in the Schedule attached. 
 
 
 
FRANK SARTOR 
 
Minister for Planning 
 
Sydney, 11 July 2008 
 
 
 
To view the schedule click on the Standard Exemptions for Works 
Requiring Heritage Council Approval link below. 
            

 
 Standard exemptions for works requiring Heritage Council approval

 

Listings

Heritage Listing Listing Title Listing
Number

Gazette
Date

Gazette
Number

Gazette
Page

Heritage Act - State Heritage 
Register

Chinese Garden of 
Friendship

02017 05 Oct 
18   

102 7346

Heritage Act - s.170 NSW State 
agency heritage register

Sydney Harbour 
Foreshore Authority

    

National Trust of Australia register Chinese Garden of 
Friendship

C6652 27 Mar 
13   

  

References, internet links & images

Type Author Year Title Internet
Links

Writt
en

Beattie, James 2007 'Growing Chinese Influences in New Zealand Chinese 
Gardens: Identity & Meaning'

 
                
 

            

Writt
en

Brash, Carol 2011 'Classical Chinese Gardens in Twenty-First Century America: 
Cultivating the Past'

 
                
 

            

Writt
en

Campbell, 
Duncan

2011 'Transplanted Gardens: aspects of the design of the Garden of 
Benificence, Wellington, New Zealand'

 
                
 

            

Writt
en

Choy, Howard, 
Feng Shui 
Architects

2004 Report of Feng Shui Analysis and Conceptual Advice  
                
 

            

Writt
en

Commonwealth 
of Australia 
(Australian 

2002 Tracking the Dragon: A guide for finding and assessing 
Chinese Australian Heritage Places

 
                

https://www.environment.nsw.gov.au/resources/heritagebranch/heritage/standardexemptions.pdf
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Heritage 
Commission: 
publisher)

 
            

Writt
en

Han Li 2015 'From the Astor Court to Liu Fang Yuan: Exhibiting 'Chinese-
ness' in America'

 
                
 

            

Writt
en

Hodges, Sue 2012 Interpretation Strategy 2012: Chinese Garden of Friendship  
                
 

            

Writt
en

Ji Cheng 1988 The Craft of Gardens  
                
 

            

Writt
en

McCormack, Terri 2008 'Chinese Garden of Friendship'  
                
V
i
e
w
 
d
e
t
a
i
l

 

            

Writt
en

Missingham, Dr 
Greg

2007 Japan: 10+, China: 1: a first attempt at explaining the 
numerical discrepancy between Japanese-stype gardens 
outside Japan and Chinese-style gardens outside China

 
                
 

            

Writt
en

Nowland, Peter 
(Sydney Harbour 
Foreshore 
Authority)

2012 The Chinese Garden of Friendship Horticultural Major 
Maintenance Plan 2012-2015

 
                
 

            

Writt
en

Place 
Management 
NSW

2017 Comparisons (other heritage-listed items, similar elements) - 
Comparator: other planned public Chinese gardens, NSW and 
elsewhere; 'Sydney Chinese' or 'NSW Chinese' or adaptations 
by Chinese people of existing sites, or examples of 'Sydney 
Chinoiserie'

 
                
 

            

Writt
en

Rinaldi, Bianca 
Maria

2011 The Chinese Garden - Garden Types for Contemporary 
Landscape Architecture

 
                
 

            

Writt
en

Rose, Lorna & 
Colliton, Gary

1988 The Garden of Friendship  
                
 

            

Writt
en

Sydney Harbour 
Foreshore 
Authority: 
Planning & 
Infrastructure

2012 The Chinese Garden of Friendship - Horticulture Major 
Maintenance Plan 2012-2015

 
                
 

            

 
Note: internet links may be to web pages, documents or images.

 

      

http://dictionaryofsydney.org/entry/chinese_garden_of_friendship
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Data source

The information for this entry comes from  the following source:

Name: Heritage Office

Database 
number: 

5061920

File number: EF18/3894

Return to previous page

 
Every effort has been made to ensure that information contained in the State Heritage Inventory is correct. If you find any errors or omissions please send
your comments to the Database Manager. 
 
All information and pictures on this page are the copyright of the Heritage Division or respective copyright owners.
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GOVERNMENT NOTICES
Planning and Environment Notices

HERITAGE ACT 1977
DIRECTION PURSUANT TO SECTION 32(1) TO LIST AN ITEM ON THE STATE HERITAGE REGISTER

Chinese Garden of Friendship
1 Harbour Street, Darling Harbour, Sydney

SHR No 02017
In pursuance of section 32(1) of the Heritage Act 1977, I, the Minister for Heritage, having considered the 
recommendation of the Heritage Council of New South Wales and the other matters set out at section 32(1), direct 
the Heritage Council to list the item of environmental heritage specified in Schedule “A” on the State Heritage 
Register. This listing shall apply to the curtilage or site of the item, being the land described in Schedule “B”.
The Hon Gabrielle Upton MP 
Minister for Heritage
Sydney,  21st   Day of  October     2018

SCHEDULE “A”
The item known as Chinese Garden of Friendship, situated on the land described in Schedule “B”.

SCHEDULE “B”
All those pieces or parcels of land known as Part Lot 3 DP 1206677 in Parish of St Andrew, County of Cumberland 
shown on the plan catalogued HC 3213 in the office of the Heritage Council of New South Wales.

[n2018-3390]

HERITAGE ACT 1977
ORDER UNDER SECTION 57(2) TO GRANT SITE SPECIFIC EXEMPTIONS FROM APPROVAL

Chinese Garden of Friendship
SHR No. 02017

I, the Minister for Heritage, on the recommendation of the Heritage Council of New South Wales, in pursuance of 
section 57(2) of the Heritage Act 1977, do, by this my order, grant an exemption from section 57(1) of that Act in 
respect of the engaging in or carrying out of any activities described in Schedule “C” by the owner described in 
Schedule “B” on the item described in Schedule “A”.
The Hon Gabrielle Upton MP 
Minister for Heritage
Sydney,   21st  Day of   October   2018

SCHEDULE “A”
The item known as Chinese Garden of Friendship, situated on the land described in Schedule “B”.

SCHEDULE “B”
All those pieces or parcels of land known as Part Lot 3 DP 1206677 in Parish of St Andrew, County of Cumberland 
shown on the plan catalogued HC 3213 in the office of the Heritage Council of New South Wales.

SCHEDULE “C”
1. All Standard Exemptions
2. Works under Plan of Management

Place Management NSW works in accordance with the Chinese Garden of Friendship Horticulture Major 
Maintenance Plan 2012–2015 by the Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority and with development consent 
or exempt from development consent from Council of the City of Sydney.

3. Change of Use
Community events and temporary changes of use with development consent from Council of the City of 
Sydney where:
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a) the use does not involve the alteration of the fabric, layout or setting of the item or the carrying out of 
development other than that permitted by other standard or site-specific exemptions; and

b) the use does not involve the cessation of the primary use for which the site was erected, a later 
significant use or the loss of significant associations with the item by current users.

4. Interpretation
Place Management NSW works in accordance with the Chinese Garden of Friendship Interpretation Strategy 
2012 by Sue Hodges Productions and with development consent or exempt from development consent from 
Council of the City of Sydney.

[n2018-3391]
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Policies and Guidelines  Accessing Information  Media  Contact

HOME  ABOUT US  SERVICES  PROPERTIES  PROJECTS  PRECINCTS  FOR CLIENTS  FOR
VISITORS

Chinese Garden of Friendship

Statement of Signi�cance

The Chinese Garden of Friendship celebrates the sister state relationship between the people of

Guangdong province and the people of NSW. It was a gi� for the celebrations of Australia's Bicentennial

and maintains a cultural and visual link with Chinatown. As such it is an important cultural site for the

Chinese community, who's association with the area extends until before the 1870s. It is also an

important cultural and leisure site for the wider community and international visitors.The Chinese

Garden has landmark qualities as an authentic Chinese Garden which was a co-operative e�ort between

the Guangdong Province of the People's Republic of China and the New South Wales Government.

Archaeological deposits from the former Freezing and Refrigeration works may be undisturbed under

the garden.Historically this site is signi�cant as the development of refrigeration and freezing occurred

here. This had a profound e�ect on the eating habits and health of the city and the nation. Large

quantities of frozen meat were shipped from the site to Britain, an important export industry. The site

had an e�ect on the development of the pastoral industry, especially the dairy and meat industry.The

Chinese Garden has been constructed over the site of the NSW Fresh Food and Ice Co, but as the

disturbance to the ground is minimal there may be large archaeological deposits still extant. The site

o�ers research potential into the invention and development of refrigeration and freezing technology in

Australia.

View spatial data in 

http://www.property.nsw.gov.au/policies-and-guidelines-0
http://www.property.nsw.gov.au/accessing-gpnsw-information-0
http://www.property.nsw.gov.au/news
http://www.property.nsw.gov.au/contact-us
http://www.property.nsw.gov.au/
http://www.property.nsw.gov.au/about-us
http://www.property.nsw.gov.au/services
http://www.property.nsw.gov.au/property-search
http://www.property.nsw.gov.au/our-projects
http://www.property.nsw.gov.au/precincts
http://www.property.nsw.gov.au/clients
http://www.property.nsw.gov.au/visitors
http://www.shfa.nsw.gov.au/sydney-About_us-Heritage_role-Heritage_and_Conservation_Register.htm&objectid=148
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Description

Assessed signi�cance: State 

Item type: Landscape 

Current use: Tourism, recreation, leisure. Now a Chinese garden 

Former use: Industrial . Refrigeration and freezing works. 

Group: Parks, Gardens and Trees 

Category: Planting exotic 

Designer/Maker:

Builder/Maker:

Construction Years: 1815 - 1988

Physical Description: The site is covered by a Chinese Garden, however the

archaeological potential of the site, in relation to the Mort's Fresh Food and

Ice Co, is high. The buildings on the site were demolished in 1985 to make

way for the Garden.

Property Description

Lot/Volume Number Section Number Plan Folio Code Plan Folio Number

1/0 740301

2/0 740301
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Address

Day Street / Pier Street, Darling Harbour 2000

LGA(s): Sydney

Historic Notes and Themes

Historical notes: The site the Chinese Garden of Friendship is constructed

on was where developments in refrigeration and freezing of international

and national importance occurred. The introduction of refrigeration had

profound e�ects in Australia. It opened up new markets and helped to

stabilise and diversify a pastoral industry which had largely been a mono-

culture based on wool in the late 19th century. Refrigeration probably

caused the greatest changes in Australian eating habits of any factor. In

enabled food to be kept longer and its availability was no longer seasonally

determined.ED Nicolle, who worked under an agreement with Thomas

Sutcli�e Mort developed many concepts and techniques which were to

form the basis for many later refrigeration techniques. Mort had engaged

Nicolle to develop a suitable freezing system to enable meat to be exported.

From 1866 onwards, Nicolle and Mort worked in partnership to perfect a

suitable technique. Mort provided the capital whilst Nicolle developed the

concepts, carried out the experiments and designed the machinery which

was to serve as the basis of the freezing process.In 1870, Nicolle patented a

double ammonia absorption process which proved to be not only a world

�rst but also the principle on which many later refrigeration techniques

worked. Machinery using this process was then erected at the Darling

Harbour freezing works built for Mort, which later became the New South

Wales Fresh Food and Ice Company's works. Mort and Nicolle quickly

signed an agreement with the Australian Gas Light Co for the purchase of

ammonia from its works at Darling Harbour. The installation of this

ammonia based refrigeration machinery was recognised later as the

pioneer use of this process. This freezing process continued in use at the

works for many years.Once the process was seen to be successful, Mort

approached the Govt of NSW for concessions from the Railways to enable

him to carry out an export trade in meat. He wrote to the Minister for Public

Works on 11 Oct 1872 and was granted all the concessions he

requested.Darling Harbour where the railways were extending their yards

and which had access to both rail and water was seen as the best site. On

24 Feb 1873, Mort leased land form Henry Bell for the term of 33 years. The

lease of a small quantity of land from the Railways allowed Mort direct

access to rail transport for his country killed meat. In 1873 Mort commenced
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the construction of the Darling Harbour works of his freezing depot on the

site. Thus commenced a gradual process which enabled the works to

spread from its initial site over a much wider area as its operations grew.To

take over the management of the works, Mort formed the New South Wales

Fresh Food and Ice Co of 1 July 1875. Its intention was: 'To carry on the

business of Ice Making, Cold Producing, Purchasing and Slaughtering Live

Stock, Selling Meat, Purchasing and Preserving Meat and Other Animal and

also Vegetable products, selling the same exporting the same for sale and

other business incidental thereto.'The company was the earliest freezing

company formed in the Southern Hemisphere. To enable the company to

successfully carry out its enterprises, Mort bought Nicolle's patents and

rights to the freezing processes and assigned them to the �rm. Whilst the

company was in the process of being formed, Mort made inquiries regarding

a new �eld for innovation by the company. In July 1875 Mort visited Berrima

and made enquiries about the supply of fresh milk to the company to ship

to Sydney using a refrigeration process. Early in Sept 1875, the Darling

Harbour plant and its associated slaughtering works at Bowenfels near

Lithgow were opened.The company quickly became a force in the eating

habits of Sydney's population. By August 1877, the company produced ice

and sold milk, cooked meats, �sh and bu�er. The company's sales of

country milk kept fresh by refrigeration and undiluted proved to be a major

advance which greatly increased the life expectancy of the city's infant

population. Previously, milk had o�en been diluted and sold with no means

of keeping it fresh. Customers relied solely upon the honesty of a debt-

ridden milkman before the advent of the New South Wales Fresh Food and

Ice Co's milk supply.In 1877, pushed along by investors originally involved in

the freezing experiments as a way of shipping meat to Britain, Mort

arranged to ship a trial batch of frozen meat with the Northam. Problems

arose with the equipment and the ship sailed without the meat. Others

were shortly to win renown with shipments of frozen meat from Argentina

and Australia. However, the 'failure' was more apparent than real. Linge

points out that though the company was not responsible for shipping the

�rst load of frozen meat to Britain, it had the bulk of the frozen meat trade

from Australia to Britain until 1892.The Fresh Food and Ice Co continued to

prosper, in 1878 improvements were made to the machinery to make it more

e�cient. By 1878-79, carts delivered the company's ice daily in the city and

three times a week in the suburbs. The 1880s were a period of expansion as

the company established plants on the North and South coasts to supply it

with milk. The long arm of the company reached out across the state and

changed the landscape of these areas and ensured steady returns to

farmers in these regions. Between 1887 and 1891 new buildings were built
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and capacity increased. In 1893 the company spread northwards by leasing

new land to the north of the original site. In 1898, improvements to permit

the works to carry out the freezing of large consignments of meat for export

at a moments notice. The machinery was reported to now be based on the

direct expansion process. The old double ammonia absorption plant built by

Nicolle may have been dispensed with at this time. The 1890s also saw the

company push for the pasteurization of milk as an aid to keeping it fresh.By

about 1910 the company had three refrigeration machines, one with a

capacity of 160 tons per day and two with 40 tons each per day. In 1912 it

was reported that the company used four Hercules machines for its freezing

plant.In brief the New South Wales Fresh Food and Ice Co can be seen as a

pioneer enterprise which was associated with developments which had

international and national signi�cance. These included its pioneering use of

the double ammonia refrigeration process. It profoundly in�uenced the

health of Sydney's population with its supply of fresh food and especially

milk. Some buildings on the site survived until their demolition in 1985 for

the construction of the Chinese Garden.

Historical signi�cance: Historically this site is signi�cant as the

development of refrigeration and freezing occurred here. This had a

profound e�ect on the eating habits and health of the city and the nation.

Large quantities of frozen meat were shipped from the site to Britain, an

important export industry. The site had an e�ect on the development of the

pastoral industry, especially the dairy and meat industry.

Historical association:

Aesthetic signi�cance: The Chinese Garden has landmark qualities as an

authentic Chinese Garden which was a co-operative e�ort between the

Guangdong Province of the People's Republic of China and the New South

Wales Government. Archaeological deposits from the former Freezing and

Refrigeration works may be undisturbed under the garden.

Social signi�cance: The Chinese Garden is part of a network which includes

Chinatown and is an important cultural site for the Chinese who's

connection to the wider area extends before the 1870s. The site is also an

important cultural and recreation/leisure site for the wider community. It is

a symbol of the sister state relationship between the people of the

Guangdong province and New South Wales. The site also has signi�cance

as the development of freezing and refrigeration had a profound e�ect

internationally and locally on diet and public health.
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Research signi�cance: The Chinese Garden has been constructed over the

site of the NSW Fresh Food and Ice Co, but as the disturbance to the ground

is minimal there may be large archaeological deposits still extant. The site

o�ers research potential into the invention and development of

refrigeration and freezing technology in Australia.

Rare assessment: The site is signi�cant because of the invention of

refrigeration and freezing in Australia occurred here.

Representative assessment:

Intact assessment: The plant and its building are all demolished, however

the archaeological potential of the site is high.

Physical condition: The archaeological potential of the site is high, the

construction of the Chinese Garden on the site had minimal impact on the

subsurface strata.
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE: 
 
The Chinese Garden of Friendship at Darling Harbour is an authentic Chinese Garden, designed in 
China, and constructed under Chinese supervision with Chinese artisans, and is rare beyond the Chinese 
mainland. 
 
The Garden has spiritual value for the followers of the Taoist philosophy and has social value for both the 
Chinese community (particularly the Sydney Chinese Community) as well as the broader community. 
 
The Garden has social value also in terms of the relationship between the government of New South 
Wales and the governments of Guangdong and Shanghai which have donated numerous rock sculptures, 
buildings and other features such as the shiwan glazed pottery Dragon Wall, the Twin Pavilion and the 
Gurr (Clear View Pavilion), the granite foo-dogs, the Yingde Rock Sculpture, the Wax Rock, the Tai Hai 
Rock,  
 
The Dragon Wall, based on the design of the Nine Dragon Wall in Beijing, is unique in that the dragons 
were constructed from ceramic pieces built into an open frame to allow the wall to be viewed from all 
directions. 
 
As an authentic Chinese Garden, the Garden of Friendship has exceptional aesthetic value with its range 
of pavilions, lakes, waterfalls, statuary, paintings, plantings, penjing, landscapes and courtyards all of 
which have been created and positioned according to traditions dating from the 5th Century and Taoist 
principles of Yin-Yang, the five opposite elements and Qi, believed by Taoists to be the central force of 
life and energy. 
 
The Chinese Garden of Friendship has historical significance as a gift for the 1988 Australian 
Bicentennial Celebrations, for the involvement of the Australian-Chinese Community Association in 
establishing the garden near the area first settled by Chinese migrants in the mid 1850s including the 
involvement of local architect Henry Tsang, and for its historical links with garden design and Taoist 
philosophy dating back to the private gardens of the 5th Century AD and to the earlier imperial parks of 
the Shang Dynasty 3,000 years ago. 
 
Within the garden’s teahouse annex is a rare item of extraordinary technological and aesthetic 
significance – the Jade Carriage. Of unknown age, but thought to come originally from Guangdong 
Province this bridal carriage weighing two tons is the only one of its type outside China. 
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DESCRIPTION: 
 
The Chinese Garden of Friendship is divided into distinct areas, defined by gates, bridges, winding paths 
and carp-filled water lily ponds. Two Chinese lions guard the entry pavilion leading to the Hall of Clear 
Shade and the Courtyard of Welcoming Fragrance. These, together with the Commemorative Pavilion, 
Hall of Longevity and the Lenient Jade Pavilion, create the first of six scenic areas.  
 
The remaining zones are the Pavilion among Bamboo and Rock, the Hill, Creek and Waterfall, the Gurr 
and the Mountain Peak, the Rock Forest and Wilderness, and the Boat and Tea House.  
 
The graceful interconnected buildings of the Twin Pavilion and the Gurr are a gift from the people of 
Guangdong. Bricks, tiles, granite features and ceramic grilles and reveals were all recovered, 
manufactured or crafted in China.  
 
The overall effect of the delicate juxtaposition of elements is one of tranquillity, a peaceful refuge in the 
middle of a busy city. A barren car park has been transformed into a fertile landscape, based on the 
harmony between water, plants, rocks, and buildings. 
 
Chinese Gardens differ from western-style gardens in that there are no planted flowerbeds or manicured 
lawns. Instead, wild aspects of nature are recreated in artfully designed landscapes that feature 
waterfalls, mountains, lakes and forests. 
 
Exploring a Chinese Garden is intended to be a journey of discovery: there are many details to be 
observed and only a part of the garden is visible at a time. Following the serpentine walkways leads 
through private courtyards and traditional pagoda-style pavilions. 
 
The essence of nature is distilled in the arrangement of rocks, pools, pavilions and waterfalls, creating a 
journey to satisfy both sensual and intellectual appetites. 
 
The Elements of the Garden 
 
Hall of Clear Shade 
 
The Garden of Friendship is guarded by two traditional granite Foo-dogs or lions. These were sculpted by 
Chinese craftsmen in Guangdong. On the left is a lioness playing with her cub and on the right a lion 
playing with a pearl, the symbol of immortality. 
 
Foo-dogs were traditionally placed at the entry of the home of wealthy people to scare away evil spirits 
and negative thoughts. 
 
Above the outside of the main door is Chinese script Yi Yuan announcing the Garden of Friendship. The 
entrance is flanked on either side by two carved ceramic relief panels, carvings of Chrysanthemums, 
symbols of abundance, wealth, hope and friendship. 
 
The entry foyer is known as the Hall of Clear Shade. Above is a large painted lantern, surrounded by 
smaller shades. 
 
Commemorative Pavilion 
 
The Commemorative Pavilion is dominated by a granite tablet from 1999 celebrating the twentieth 
anniversary of the sister state relationship between New South Wales and Guangdong.  
 
Courtyard of Welcoming Fragrance 
 
The Courtyard of Welcome welcomes guests into the garden. Traditionally every important species of 
plant in the garden is represented within this courtyard. Planting within this courtyard includes the Black 
Pine Tree (a symbol of strength and longevity), Pink and White Scented Magnolia (a symbol of nobility), 
the Pomegranate Tree (the symbol of fruitfulness and posterity) and Mondo Lilies (symbols of 
knowledge). 
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Dominating the courtyard is the Yingde Rock Sculpture. The sculpture is made up of three pieces of rare 
Ying rock, a mountain limestone from the southern Guangdong district of Yingde. These rocks were a gift 
from the Guangdong Province and are traditional in Southern Chinese gardens. 
 
The path of the courtyard includes an intricate pebble paving. The design is a traditional Begonia flower 
pattern. Begonias are favoured in Hong Kong and Guangdong Province as ground cover. The high wall of 
the Courtyard is inset with six panels of carved ceramic grills. 
 
These grills serve as curtains inviting visitors to investigate what lies further into the garden. 
 
There is a wall tablet inscribed with Chinese script meaning Clear Shade Pavilion. 
 
In the courtyard is a display of the Chinese art of penjing. The origins of the bonsai lie in China. The 
Chinese have always called this penjing which translates as “tree landscaping” or “potted landscape”. 
 
The intention of bonsai and penjing is to show a world in scale and miniature but they differ greatly in 
style. Japanese Bonsai seeks an idealized form in miniature whereas penjing focuses on the natural form 
of an individual specimen, the result being a more fluid and natural appearance. 
 
Most traditional Chinese gardens have a courtyard nursery to cultivate penjing.  A number of more than 
100 year old penjing were given by the Guangdong Province to the Garden of Friendship. The present  
penjing on display in the Courtyard of Welcoming Fragrance have been trained for many years. The 
oldest was started in 1932 when it was already over twenty years old. These are some of the finest 
examples of penjing outside of China. 
 
The Hall of Longevity and the Dragon Wall 
 
Upon entering the Hall of Longevity the visitor’s eyes are immediately drawn to the Dragon Wall. The 
main purpose of the Hall of Longevity is to spiritually protect the Dragon Wall. 
 
The Dragon Wall was a gift to the people of New South Wales from Guangdong. It features two coloured 
dragons and is made up of 943 pieces of shiwan glazed pottery manufactured by Chinese potters and is 
a superb example of traditional Guangdong fine art. 
 
The gold dragon, the dragon of the sky, of the clouds represents Guangdong and the blue dragon, the 
dragon of the sea, represents New South Wales. The two dragons play with a pearl signifying a bond of 
friendship and prosperity. 
 
Beneath the wall a reflecting pool mirrors and enhances the movement of the dragons. Flying dragons 
symbolize majesty and perfection in ancient Chinese civilization and it is traditional to incorporate them. 
 
The design of this dragon wall was created after studying the Nine Dragon Wall in Beihai Park in Beijing. 
Normally a design is carved from stone set in a solid wall as a bas relief. But the wall here at the garden 
is unique as the dragons were constructed from a number of ceramic pieces built into an open frame to 
allow the wall to be viewed from all directions. Dragons occupy a very important position in Chinese 
mythology. The origin of the dragon is unknown but they are an integral part of the stories of China, Korea 
and Japan. 
 
The Chinese dragon is a central figure of both good and evil in fables and legends. According to tradition 
a dragon has five toes. However the further it wanders from China the more toes it loses. So when it 
reached Korea it had lost a toe. On reaching Japan it only had three toes and when it arrived in Australia 
and America it had lost all its toes and couldn’t walk. 
 
At the entrance to the Hall of Longevity is a painting and two poems in Chinese script. The painting is of a 
peach by an artist who was 93 years old when he painted the work. 
 
The poem on the right says “to open a thousand year old wine and become drunk.” The poem on the left 
induces the reader to then open the scroll and enjoy the painting. 
 
Beneath the painting is a marble tablet from the opening ceremony of the garden in 1988 with a 
statement by the then Governor of Guangdong of friendship forever. 
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The rock in the paved courtyard of the Hall of Longevity is a wax rock, a rare river moulded rock and a gift 
from the Government of Guangdong. 
 
The sculptured rock in the courtyard beside the hall is the (Tai Hai) Rock, a rare weathered limestone and 
a gift from the Government of Shanghai. 
 
The Lenient Jade Pavilion 
 
The Chinese script inside the pavilion announces it as Lenient Jade. The Chinese Garden of Friendship is 
styled on the private gardens of China’s nobility and upper classes. Such gardens would have been the 
sites of many a party and extravagant festivities, with dancers, musicians and performances. 
 
This pavilion, the Lenient Jade Pavilion is where guests would have sat to watch a performance set in 
beautiful surroundings. The stage would have been the pavilion on the opposite side of the lake, the 
Peace Boat Pavilion designed to look like a boat floating on the water. 
 
The name of this pavilion, the Lenient Jade Pavilion is also symbolic. The Chinese believe that Lenient 
Jade represents one’s well being. Jade is one of the most cherished stones in China and considered to 
be the elixir of life and as valuable as gold. It is considered the most noble of all gems and possesses the 
five essential virtues of Chinese philosophy – compassion, modesty, courage, justice and wisdom. 
 
The Water Pavilion of Lotus Fragrance 
 
The Water Pavilion is where traditionally all business dealings would have been done. Originally this area 
was called the Banquet Hall and this is where the head of the family would hold important meetings. 
 
This is reflected in the privacy of the pavilion with its frosted glass panel and also in the motifs etched in 
the glass. The middle glass panel on the left hand side of the door is an image of a cicada and the cicada 
is the symbol for immortality for business transactions. 
 
The design on the top right hand side of the doorway is a duck-shaped vase and is a warning of over-
indulgence in business transactions. 
 
The dominant image on the glass is of coins, in particular the old Chinese coinage with a square hole in 
the middle. The hole symbolizes Beijing as the centre of the Chinese world. 
 
The script on the lake front of the building announces the Water Pavilion. On the poles of the pavilion 
there are two poems in Chinese script. On the left “when you play with flowers your clothes will smell of 
them” and on the right “the moon is reflected in the water as it plays”. 
 
Chinese gardens are designed so the nature of the garden is slowly revealed as the visitor walks through 
different sections, with contrasting heights and foliage, different architecture and meaning, one moment 
an expansive view and next a tightly framed, detailed aspect. 
 
Many of the delights of this garden unfold as the visitor enters the Water Pavilion. Depending on the time 
of year of a visit, looking out over the lake from the pavilion lotus and Water Lilies can be seen floating on 
the water. 
 
In summer the fragrance of the Lotus Flower drifts across the lake and pervades the pavilion. The Lotus 
is symbolic for purity and the Lily for wealth. The Lotus also symbolizes rebirth. During the colder months 
the plant is dormant, often surviving in nothing but muddy water and as the weather gets warmer, life is 
reborn with the beautiful Lotus flower. 
 
Plants in traditional Chinese gardens are not allowed to dominate the landscape. They are integrated with 
other features and are selected not solely for their colour, shape or foliage but also to express moods, 
themes and symbolism. 
 
Plants, even water plants, are controlled in their placement so they don’t interrupt the perfect reflections 
of features in or around the water. 
 
Looking out onto the lake a number of rocks can be seen. A typical feature of Chinese gardens is for 
rocks to represent people, animals and stories. 
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In the lake the rocks represent four mythical beings, the dragon, the phoenix, the tortoise and the unicorn. 
These come from an ancient tale that has its beginnings in Taoist teachings, the legend of P’an ku about 
the origins of the universe. At first there was nothing, there was no universe. There was just positive and 
negative energy that created P’an ku. For the next ten thousand years P’an ku labored to create the 
universe and he did this with four mythical beings, the dragon, the tortoise, the phoenix and the unicorn.  
The story goes that as he continued to create the universe P’an ku grew so powerful that he lost control 
and got bigger and bigger and bigger until he eventually toppled over and died. His body formed the 
universe. His left eye became the sun. His right eye became the moon. His breath became the wind, his 
voice the thunder, his blood the oceans, his bones the mountains and his hair all the trees and plants. 
 
All the world’s peoples, animals and micro organisms are feeding on P’an ku’s body. 
 
The Round Pavilion 
 
The Round Pavilion is also known as the Yin and Yang Pavilion for its simple granite floor carving. This 
Pavilion’s intent is to explain to visitors how important the concept of Yin and Yang is in the universe. 
Chinese belief is that everything co-exists with another, that everything in the universe relies on another 
to survive. With the four seasons there is the perfect balance of heat and cold, decline and growth. 
 
When you look at the oceans regardless how much a current resists the further the sea pulls back the 
harder it crashes forward. The balance in the design of this garden is evident in the Round Pavilion with 
its intimacy and tightly controlled views created by a screen of bamboo contrasting with the expansive 
vista just experienced in the Water Pavilion. 
 
The Chamber of Clear Rhythm, the Pavilions among Bamboo and Rock and the Reading Brook 
Pavilion 
 
Descending the rocky steps of the Round Pavilion a peaceful enclosure is entered, sheltered by an 
undulating wall with the Chamber of Clear Rhythm, the Pavilions among Bamboo and Rock and the 
Reading Brook Pavilion. Set within the wall is a traditional circular moon gate creating framed views of the 
Lake of Brightness. 
 
The Chinese believe heaven is in the clouds and the Cloud Wall represents that heavenly beauty. The 
Chinese calligraphy on the inside of the Moon Gate means “like heaven” and the script on the lake side 
translates as “the mountain house behind the bamboo”. 
 
Looking outwards the Moon Gate frames a vista of the lake and looking back through it the Chamber of 
Clear Rhythm fills the view. Again the concept of Yin and Yang is evident with vistas seen through the 
Moon Gate complimentary, separate yet connecting. Similarly this peaceful enclosure is almost like being 
in another garden, separate but part of the whole, a garden within a garden or walls within walls. 
 
This space within a private garden would have been for seclusion and scholarly pursuits. The Chamber of 
Clear Rhythm is today where visitors to the garden can hire traditional costumes. 
 
Costume hire is similarly popular in public gardens in China where visitors get dressed up in imperial 
costume and walk around the gardens. Note the wooden carving decoration on the windows of the 
Chamber of Clear Rhythm. This pattern of cracked ice is followed through in the carved wooden grills of 
the connecting gallery and the Pavilions among Bamboo and Rock. 
 
On the Pavilion opposite the Chinese script above the doorway (Do Quan Xia Xiou) announces the 
Reading Brook Pavilion. Here in this enclosure as elsewhere in the garden the plantings are symbolic. 
 
The Fujian Flower Tree or Osmanthus immediately outside of the Chamber of Clear Rhythm is the 
symbol for high rank. The Mondo Grass formerly used as bookmarks and book sleeves is a symbol for 
knowledge and pomegranates planted beside the Cloud Wall are a symbol of posterity and safety for 
future generations. 
 
On the right hand side of the entry to the Chamber of Clear Rhythm is a Loquat Tree, the national tree of 
China. 
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Passing through the Pavilions of Bamboo and Rock towards the Wandering Gallery is a small wooden 
plaque announcing it as a place to study and the two bamboo sticks translating as “when the wind blows 
in you can feel the breeze from the water.” 
 
The Seven Sages in Bamboo Forest 
 
The Seven Sages in Bamboo Forest is a peaceful enclave evoking the Taoist retreat of a group of 
celebrated third century scholars and poets. The seven limestone boulders represent the scholars who 
are believed to have laid down the tenets of Taoist philosophy. The bamboo has been planted not solely 
for its aesthetic value. Bamboo, particularly Black Bamboo is a symbol for uprightness, humility and 
longevity. 
 
Bamboo is also one of the three friends of winter with Pine and Plum. Pine represents great age, 
endurance and strength with its needles retaining their colour over winter. Plums’ white/pink blossoms 
appear at the end of Winter contrasting with the gnarled branches of the Plum Tree and Bamboo is noted 
for its integrity and resilience in the depths of the Winter months. 
 
The Wandering Gallery and Dragon Tower 
 
A sign in Chinese script above the entry to the building announces the Wandering Gallery.  
 
The calligraphy to the left reads that “the garden is a beautiful place to live in Spring” and to the right that 
“walking around the garden is a joy”. 
 
To the right of the entrance to the gallery is the Dragon Tower or Post. Carved in the Dragon Tower are 
the twelve animals of the Chinese horoscope, the oldest known horoscope system in the world with 
origins tracing back to 2,637 BC. 
 
The exact origins of the twelve animal system is not known. Legend has it that the Jade King decided that 
he wanted to see what was happening on Earth and told his servants to bring him twelve animals. 
 
Invitations were sent to the ox, tiger, rabbit, dragon, snake, horse, ram, monkey, rooster and dog. An 
invitation was sent to the rat, telling him to bring the cat but he was jealous of the cat and never gave it 
the invitation. 
 
When they lined up in front of the King there were only eleven animals instead of the twelve he had 
requested. So a servant was sent to earth to retrieve a twelfth animal. The servant ran into a man 
carrying a pig which he hastily grabbed and delivered to the King. 
 
According to Chinese astrology each year begins on a new moon associated with one of the twelve 
animals. Their qualities animate the year, colouring it with their distinct natures. 
 
The Chinese horoscope is also made up of the five basic elements, of metal, water, wood, fire and earth. 
This is combined with the twelve animal signs to form a sixty year cycle. 
 
So, for example, there are metal dragons, water dragons, wood dragons, fire dragons and earth dragons 
and there are Water Dragons here at the garden.   
 
In the garden are a number of large lizards. These are Eastern Water Dragons, the largest lizard in 
Australia growing up to a metre in length.  
 
People who are Water Dragons were born in 1952, January 27, 1952 to February 13, 1953. The next year 
of the Water Dragon will start in late January, 2012. 
 
On the wall of the Wandering Gallery are a number of simple poetic engravings in soapstone. These are 
symbols of windows as real windows would allow the energy of the garden to be dispersed to the outside 
world. 
 
Two poems talk of the romance of the garden and how lovely it is to sit on a rock and enjoy the views. At 
the highest point of the gallery on your left is a sign in Chinese which translates to “welcoming Spring”. 
 
At the exit of the gallery to the left is a large Red Silk Cotton Tree, the floral emblem of Guangdong. 
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The Rinsing Jade Pavilion 
 
The Rinsing Jade Pavilion’s name reflects the ancient Chinese proverb that if one concentrates on 
tumbling water disappearing over a precipice and allows one’s thoughts to be absorbed from the routine 
of daily life by the moving water you’ll be rinsed or cleansed of all impure thoughts. According to myth, 
jade was born during a storm and in ancient times every home had jade in its foundations to keep 
lightning at bay.  
 
The word for jade forms the basis of words such as friendship and peace (yu po) emphasizing its 
importance in Chinese culture. 
 
Descending the rock staircase to the Twin Pavilion, the Rocks from Heaven can be seen. These are 
considered a symbol of good luck. 
 
The limestone rocks for the staircase were excavated from a property at Cudal in the central west of New 
South Wales. Other limestone throughout the garden is water weathered stone from an ancient riverbed 
at Cumnock in Western New South Wales. 
 
From the bottom of the stairs looking across to the right, the Wandering Gallery looks like a dragon tail. 
 
The Twin Pavilion 
 
The Twin Pavilion was a gift from the people of Guangdong. The pavilion is a symbol of friendship and 
cooperation between the two states. Plants surrounding the two buildings include a mixture of those of 
Chinese origin including the Flowering Cherry and the floral symbol of New South Wales the Waratah. 
 
The Twin Pavilion is the only building in the garden with two peaks, a symbol of the two states. Depicted 
on the interior carvings of the roof panels are the floral symbols of both states. The Waratah of New 
South Wales and the Bombax or Red Silk Cotton Tree of Guangdong. 
 
The Chinese script on the roof of the Twin Pavilion relates to its names when the garden was opened as 
co-joined pavilions. The sign at the front means the fragrance of the Pear and the sign at the back of the 
Pavilion eans the reflection of the lychee. The Chinese text on the post on the left side of the Pavilion 
says “opening the garden took a lot of work and now we look forward to entering a new world” and to the 
right means “the Twin Pavilion means friendship between the two cities” and the Lychees remind us of 
our new home here. 
 
The hill behind the pavilion has been planted with Mondo Lilies which symbolize knowledge. This mass 
planting pays homage to the Gardens of Suzhou, in particular the Tiger Hill where Confucius is said to 
have visited in his search for knowledge. 
 
The Gurr (Clear View Pavilion) 
 
The Gurr is at the highest point of the garden. This hexagonal building’s triple-tiered roof is covered with 
golden glazed tiles which, together with the intricate interior wall wood carvings, were gifts from 
Guangdong.  The carvings inside the Gurr depict the three friends of Winter, Bamboo, Plum and Pine, 
together with the friends of virtue, the Lotus, the Peony and the Loquat. 
 
Directly above the carvings is an ornate lamp, a superb example of fine artwork from the area of Foshan 
in Guangdong, signifying prosperity. External wood carvings on the windows represent continuous cane 
stems, a unique Guangzhou feature symbolizing the continuity of life and clear view. 
 
Chinese script on the outside of the building urges visitors to walk around the Gurr Pavilion and enjoy the 
view of the waterfall. 
 
Surrounding the Gurr is a pine grove. Pine is known as one of the three friends of Winter maintaining its 
green leaves throughout the colder months. 
 
The Sleeping Boy Buddha 
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Sleeping Boy Buddha was given as a gift in 1987 to the garden by a prominent Chinese Australian Henry 
Tsang. Henry Tsang was involved with the establishment of the garden. Relaxed in sleep Buddha holds a 
gourd of water and has mice on his shoulders and around his feet showing that he is complete harmony 
with nature and his environment. 
 
The Mountain Gate 
 
The Mountain Gate represents a transition from the Mountain to the scenic plains, preventing evil spirits 
reaching the Gurr and is symbolic of the granting of safe passage as you go along your mountain walk or 
through life. 
 
Signs in Chinese mark this transition. On entering the gate the sign states that "walking up the mountain 
is enjoyable" and as you leave the gate the Chinese says "you are now walking through the Rock Forest." 
 
Guarding the mountains side of the gate is a rock shaped as a lion and on the Rock Forest side a horse-
shaped rock. The calligraphy on the sides of the gate speak of Australian and Chinese friendship forever 
and to the left "happiness and peace forever". 
 
The Rock Forest 
 
The towering limestone rock landscape of the Rock Forest dominates the view. Within the Rock Forest 
rocks of extraordinary shapes are finely balanced so they seem to defy gravity. 
 
The tall rock with the large nose like protuberance on the left depicts Ashima the dancing maiden. The 
tale of Ashima and the landlord is a famous tale in China and is the equivalent of Romeo and Juliet. 
 
The story goes that Ashima was a member of the Sani people who lived on the edge of the Himalayas. 
Ashima was the most beautiful woman in the village and was arranged to marry the landlord's son. She 
didn't want to marry his son as she was in love with one of the other villagers Ahei. Ahei was also in love 
with Ashima and everyday they would, against the wishes of their families, secretly run off to a magic 
forest to spend time together. 
 
The landlord discovered their tryst and kidnapped Ashima to marry his son. Ahei went to rescue Ashima 
and depending on which Chinese province you live in, Ahei and the landlord's son had either a magical 
singing or magical bow contest which Ahei won. 
 
Ashima and Ahei escaped and ran into the magical forest only to be pursued by the landlord and his son. 
Suddenly there was a torrent of water and tragically Ashima and Ahei were swept away. 
 
The tale of Ashima and the landlord is immortalised by the stones here. The large nose-like protuberance 
on the Ashima rock represents the kerchief that Sani Women wore on the back of their hats, blowing in 
the wind. Next to Ashima is a rock with a second rock sitting on top, that's Ahei. On the right, the landlord 
is the larger imposing rock and the son is the smaller one, bowing down, looking humiliated.  
 
The Peace Boat Pavilion 
 
The Peace Boat Pavilion was traditionally used as the stage for festivities and parties which guests would 
watch from the opposite side of the lake in the Lenient Jade Pavilion. The stage would seemingly float on 
top of the water. On entering from the lake, the intricately carved wood depicting the fruits of Southern 
China and the detailed hand etched bamboo patterned glass can be seen. The back room of the pavilion 
is a chess room with the character of the southern country style of Guangdong. 
 
An old Chinese proverb states the character of a person can be judged by the way they play chess. 
 
Walking through the Peace Boat Pavilion and continuing on to the Tea House, the Blue Room, not open 
to the public, is situated above the Tea House. Walking towards the Tea House Gallery banana plants 
can be seen and these are considered a good luck symbol and are framed by keyhole-shaped openings. 
Also notable are the fascia carvings and lacework against the grey roof tiles. The Chinese script above 
the doorway tells the visitor they are half way between Peace Boat Pavilion and the Tea House. 
 
The Blue Room 
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The Blue Room is the garden's former Tea House and one of only two above ground level pavilions in the 
garden, the other being the peace boat pavilion. The room is so named because of its blue tinted 
windows. The room is reached via a staircase winding up through rocks from the courtyard foyer with a 
Ying rock cliff sculpted by Chinese craftsmen into a precipitous cliff face. Small plants and bushes hang 
precariously on the cliff face and water splashes over the rocks to pools below, reproducing in miniature a 
typical mountain scene of Southern China. 
 
The Tea House Pavilion 
 
The Tea House built over stacked and mortared rocks appears to grow from the stone. From here can be 
seen a different view of the Dragon Wall. Looking at the Dragon Wall from the Hall of Longevity, New 
South Wales is on the left and Guangdong on the right. From the Tea House, Guangdong is on the left 
and New South Wales on the right, continuing the theme of Yin and Yang. 
 
The four wooden tablets hanging in the Teahouse are in four different old Chinese scripts and talk about 
how to be a better person. 
 
On the roof beam Chinese signage says “to let the breeze come through so you can relax with the text on 
the poles urging the visitor to sit in the pavilion and enjoy the taste and aroma of the tea.” 
 
Tea houses are traditional in Chinese gardens and especially in a private style garden. Their main role 
was, apart from a space for eating meals, to encourage guests to sit and ponder the beauty, colour and 
contrasts of the gardens over a cup of tea with friends. 
 
Tea houses were also where disputes could be settled harmoniously over a cup of tea. The Chinese often 
replace courts of law with a tea house. 
 
The disputing parties would agree on terms and apologies, pay for the tea and part in peace. 
 
In Guangdong tea houses would also serve Yum Cha.  Yum Cha is a Cantonese term which means to 
drink tea but also refers to the custom of eating and the serving of different types of food including small 
pastries known as Dim Sum.  
 
According to Chinese mythology the first cup of tea was an accident. In 2737 BC Emperor Shen-nung 
insisted all water was boiled for hygienic reasons. One day leaves from a wild Tea Tree dropped into a 
pan of water his servant was preparing and the Emperor was taken with its refreshing flavour. 
 
The popularity of tea rapidly spread throughout China. During the Tang Dynasty from 618 to 906 AD tea 
became China’s national drink and the first book on the subject was written in 780 AD. 
 
The Jade Carriage 
 
The Jade Carriage was a gift to the garden in 2006 from the owners of the Queen Victoria Building in the 
centre of the city. The age of the Jade Carriage is unknown but it is thought to come from the Guangdong 
Province. 
 
The bridal carriage traditionally used by Chinese Emperors is the only one of its type outside of China. 
Over three tons of Jade was used in its construction and the carriage weights approximately two tons. 
The elaborate detailing on the body of the carriage depicts dragons, phoenix and spirits symbolising luck, 
prestige and authority. 
 
At the rear of the carriage are two ornate fans symbolising royal dignity. The bead chains are 
approximately two metres in length and are made from one single piece of jade. 
 
Jade is considered the Royal gem and the most valued of all gems, even more so than gold. 
 
The Aquatic Pavilion 
 
The Aquatic Pavilion is the last stop before leaving the garden where the visitor gains a sense of re-
entering the real world with a framed vista through to Darling Harbour. 
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Chinese signage reminds the visitor of this saying “you are coming to the end of your visit, we hope 
you’ve enjoyed the garden.” 
 
A section of the pavilion is lowered to water level to create the sense of being at the water’s edge. 
Standing at the lake’s edge you get the best view of the Blue Room, the only two storey pavilion in the 
garden. 
 
As you leave the Aquatic Pavilion there are three landscape paintings, gifts from the Guangdong 
Government in 1987. 
 

HISTORY AND PHILOSOPHY:  
 
The Chinese Garden of Friendship was designed and built by Chinese landscape architects and 
gardeners, and is governed by the Taoist principles of 'Yin-Yang' and the five opposite elements - earth, 
fire, water, metal and wood. These principles also stress the importance of Qi, the central force of life and 
energy. 
 
Yin-Yang plays such a vital role that just one missing element would disrupt the garden's harmony and 
balance. However when combined perfectly, the five elements form a fluid and nurturing environment. 
Everything in the Chinese Garden has been hand-picked and meticulously placed to capture the five 
elements and the energy of Qi. 
 
The art of Chinese Garden design began in imperial parks during the Shang dynasty 3000 years ago. 
Later they flourished on a smaller scale in the private gardens of China's rich and powerful. The Chinese 
Garden of Friendship at Darling Harbour is a scaled-down version of a typical private garden from this 
era. 
 
In contemporary China, gardens bring the serenity of nature to crowded noisy cities, often in tiny spaces 
artfully designed to create illusion and unexpected vistas. 
 
Very few public Chinese gardens have been created outside mainland China, but Sydney's Chinese 
Garden at Darling Harbour celebrates the sister state relationship between Guangdong province and New 
South Wales. It was a gift for the 1988 Bicentennial celebrations and is an important cultural site for the 
local Chinese community, with cultural and visual links to nearby Chinatown. 
 
The Chinese Garden was built on the site of the New South Wales Fresh Food and Ice 
Company, adjacent to the Darling Harbour railway yards. Under Thomas Sutcliffe Mort and the 
engineer Eugene Dominique Nicolle, this company had developed refrigeration technology, thus 
dramatically changing Australia's eating habits as well as the dairy and meat export industries. The 
remaining buildings were demolished in 1985. 
 
When Darling Harbour was being redeveloped as a Bicentennial project, Sydney's Chinese community 
advocated the inclusion of a traditional garden. A site of about one hectare (2.5 acres) was allocated and, 
in December 1984, the Guangdong Landscape Bureau in Sydney's sister city, Guangzhou, agreed to 
design the garden according to ancient landscaping principles. A formal agreement in October 1985 
recognised it as a joint government project to be undertaken by a combination of Chinese and Australian 
craftspeople and artisans.  
 
The Chinese craftspeople and artisans were: - 
 
Architect  - Mr Ye Gu Hao 
Landscape Architect - Mr Wu Ze Chun 
Carpenter/tiler  - Mr Lao Zha Oiu 
Roof tiler  - Mr Lu Wei Cheng 
Master Rockery Artist - Mr Bu Deming 
 
The architect Henry Tsang, then deputy mayor of Sydney, took a leading role and work began with a 
ceremony on 16 March 1986. The first name for the gardens suggested by the Guangdong Landscape 
Bureau used two Chinese words, the first meaning ‘roofed dragon’ or ‘darling, cherishing and also 
meaning noble, respectful, good luck and blessed. The second word meant ‘fragrance’. 
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The Darling Harbour Authority in a letter dated 29 October, 1987 expressed concern that the name may 
cause the mistaken belief that the garden was named after former NSW Governor Darling. 
 
The Department of East Asian Studies at Sydney University suggested the alternative name of “The 
Sydney Chinese Garden of Friendship,” and this was accepted. 
 
On 17 January 1988, in one of the highlights of the Bicentennial celebrations, representatives of both 
governments formally opened the Chinese Garden, one of the largest outside Asia. 
 
In February 2006, the Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority, the successor to the Darling Harbour 
Authority, embarked on a $1.6 million renovation of the garden. They sought the advice of feng shui 
expert Howard Choy. The original design was maintained but the teahouse with its traditional brews was 
relocated from its upstairs location, a new café was added and other improvements enhanced access and 
layout. 
 
The Chinese Garden of Friendship in Darling Harbour is one of the few authentic public Chinese gardens 
in the world outside of mainland China. 
 
Chinese settlers first migrated to Sydney in the mid 1850s and fairly quickly settled in the area to the 
south-east of Darling Harbour. This area has remained a focus for the city’s Chinese community and is 
known as Sydney’s Chinatown. 
 
In 1981 the Australian-Chinese Community Association approached the Government of the State of New 
South Wales and that of the Southern Chinese province Guangdong seeking support for the 
establishment of a traditional Chinese garden in Sydney. 
 

A site of approximately 1 hectare was chosen on the edge of Chinatown in an area being redeveloped to 
become the waterfront precinct of Darling Harbour. Guangdong’s official landscape bureau developed a 
design for the garden. Construction began in 1986 and the Chinese Garden of Friendship was officially 
opened on 17 January, 1988 as part of the City’s Bicentennial Celebrations. 
 
Today the Chinese Garden of Friendship in Darling Harbour is considered up there with some of the best 
gardens in the world and included in the 2007 publication “1001 Gardens You Must See before You Die”. 
 

Chinese gardens evolved in the 5th Century, originally catering for royalty and wealthy residents. This 
garden is styled on the private gardens of the country’s upper classes and nobility, the majority of which 
have subsequently been converted into public parks and gardens. 
 
Chinese gardens are designed according to set principles. Plants and other materials are chosen as 
much for their philosophical and traditional values as for their aroma and beauty. 
 
The traditional Chinese garden designer works on the Taoist principle of Yin and Yang – the balancing of 
opposites, incorporating rocks which appear to defy gravity, making small spaces seem large and large 
spaces seem intimate. 
 
Yin represents qualities including calmness, passivity and an ability to yield. Yang represents traits such 
as activity and assertiveness. Working together they create a balanced whole. 
 
This can be seen in the garden by the rush and noise of the waterfall as it flows into a quiet and peaceful 
lake and the tall vertical bamboo stems that stand next to flat rounded rocks and paving. 
 
Taoist principles state there are five opposing elements that create this balance, this yin and yang. These 
five elements of wood, fire, earth metal and water are replicated across the universe and are essential to 
create harmony.  
 
Fire and wood are above ground level so are considered yang. Wood is capable of growth and fire so as 
the most yang element requires air for combustion. The earth is the ground level so it’s neutral. Below the 
earth are the metal and mineral deposits which are regarded as yin as they are stable compared with 
combustible wood. 
 
But the most yin of all the five elements is water, which can reach far below the ground level of the earth, 
lower than the metal. 
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Water is indispensible in the growth of trees so the cycle of life and nature repeats with wood. Each 
element generates another element and is therefore followed by one it cannot conquer. 
 
The implication of the cycle is that no element in nature can dominate forever.  
 
These five elements are reflected in Chinese garden design. The element of water is very close to the 
sense of sound like a bird bath, a fountain or even a dry bed path of stones that simulates a river. 
 
The element of wood is like the sense of sight. Planting trees and shrubs create levels of height, intimacy 
and contrast. Wood is considered the beginning of new life. The element of earth is like the sense of 
touch. A rock garden, large boulders or a beautiful statue can be used. The element of fire symbolizes 
light. Fire red colour stimulates the movement of energy throughout the garden. 
 
The element of metal articulates the meaning of the garden. With metal plants such as Pampas Grass 
symbolizing strength and resilience. 
 
Chinese garden designs are also closely associated with the traditional Chinese art of shan shui hua or 
landscape painting of mountains and water. The aim is to capture all the features contained within the 
natural landscape, mountains, rivers, lakes, trees, valleys and hills, endeavouring to recreate nature in 
miniature. 
 
Ancient Chinese philosophy espoused a belief that the human body reflected the composition of nature. 
The rivers were seen as arteries, water as blood and breath, mountains forming the skeleton and plants 
the skin and hair. 
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BOUNDARY OF LISTING The boundary of the listing includes the Chinese Garden of Friendship 
and its forecourt and the surrounding area of trees beside the garden and its forecourt. 
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SITE PLAN 
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PHOTOGRAPHS:  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                                
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Entrance to the Chinese Garden of Friendship and the Hall of Clear Shade 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Granite “foo-dog” or lioness 

Playing with her cub. 

 
Granite “foo-dog” or lioness 

playing with a pearl 

 
Carved ceramic relief panel of 
Chrysanthemums at entrance 

 
Painting of the Chinese Garden of Friendship in the Hall of Clear Shade 
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Metal plaque from official opening ceremony at 

entrance to the Gardens 
 

 
Granite tablet in Commemorative Pavilion 
celebrating twentieth anniversary of the 

sister state relationship between  
New South Wales and Guangdong 

 
Penjing display in the Courtyard of Welcoming Fragrance 

 
Yingde Rock Sculpture, Black Pine, Pomegranate, 
Mondo Lilies and six panels of carved ceramic grills 

 
Begonia flower pattern pebble 

paving in the Courtyard of 
Welcoming Fragrance 

 
Ceiling of the Hall of Clear Shade 
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The Hall of Longevity 

 
The Tai Hai Rock in the Courtyard beside the 

Hall of Longevity donated by the Government of 
Shanghai 

 
The Wax Rock in the Courtyard of the 

Hall of Longevity, donated by the 
Government of Guangdong 

 
 
 

 
The Dragon Wall, viewed from the Hall of Longevity 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
The Lenient Jade Pavilion looking towards 

the Peace Boat Pavilion 

 
The Lenient Jade Pavilion viewed from 

the Peace Boat Pavilion 
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The Water Pavilion 

 
The Water Pavilion viewed from across the Lake 

 
Cicada and coinage motifs in frosted glass 
On the Water Pavilion of Lotus Fragrance 

 
The Round Pavilion 

 
Yin-yang motif on floor of the Round Pavilion 

 
The Chamber of Clear Rhythm 

 

 
Cracked ice wooden carving window decoration 

on the Chamber of Clear Rhythm 
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The Cloud Wall in the Courtyard of the Chamber of Clear Rhythm 

 
The Moon Gate 

 
The Reading Brook Pavilion 

 
The Seven Sages in Bamboo Forest 

 
The Dragon Tower or Post 

 
The twelve animals of the Chinese horoscope 

 
The twelve animals of the Chinese horoscope 
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The Wandering Gallery 

 
The Rinsing Jade Pavilion 

 
The Rocks from Heaven 

 
The Twin Pavilion 

 
Waratahs in wood carving  

The Twin Pavilion 

 
The Gurr (Clear View Pavilion) 

 
The Gurr (Clear View Pavilion) 
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The Gurr Ceiling 

 
The Gurr Interior 

 
The Gurr – Wood Carving 

 
View of the Gurr from “The Wilderness” 

 
The Sleeping Boy Buddha donated by Henry Tsang 

 
The Mountain Gate 

 
Rock Forest and the Tale of 

Ashima and the Landlord 
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The Peace Boat Pavilion, Tea House and Blue Room 

 
Wood Carving in the Peace Boat Pavilion 

 
Hand-etched bamboo patterned glass in Peace Boat Pavilion 

 
Ying rock cliff sculpted by Chinese craftsmen 

into a precipitous cliff face 

 
The Dragon Wall viewed from the Tea House Pavilion  

The Jade Carriage 
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Construction work – Chinese Garden of Friendship 

 
 

 
Opening Ceremony – Saturday 17 January, 1988 

 
 
 

 
Australian-Chinese Community Association 
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Appendix  A – List of Plant Species in the Chinese Garden of Friendship 
 
Allamanda  Allamanda cathartica 
Azalea   Rhododendron indicum ‘splendens’ 
Banana   Musa sp. 
Black Bamboo  Phyllostachys nigra 
Black Pine  Pinus thunbergii 
Buddhist Pine  Podocarpus elatus 
Camellia  Camellia japonica 
Cherry Plum  Prunus cerasifera ‘atropurpurea’ 
Chinese Juniper Juniperus chinensis 
Chinese Liquidamber Liquidamber formosana 
Chinese Peony  Paeonia suffruticosa 

Cycad   Cycas revoluta 
Dawn Redwood  Metasequoia glyptostroboides 
Day Lily   Hemerocallis flavida 
Flowering Apricot Prunus mume 
Four O’Clock Plant Mirabilis jalapa 
Frangipani  Plumeria acutifolia 
Gardenia  Gardenia magnifica 
Ginger   Alpinia zerumbet 
Guava   Guava psidium 
Hong Kong Rose Rhodoleia championii 
Kaffir Lily  Clivea nobilis 
Lady Palm  Rhapis excelsa 
Loquat   Eriobotrya japonica 
Manchurian Pear Pyrus ussuriensis 
Mondo Grass  Ophiopogon jaburan 
Native Violet  Viola hederacea 
Orange Jasmine Murraya paniculata 
Osmanthus  Osmanthus fragrans 
Periwinkle  Vinca major 
Persimmon  Diospyros kaki 
Pig Squeak  Bergenia conditolia 
Poison Bulb  Crinum asiaticum ‘sinicum’ 
Pomegranate  Punica granatum 
Port Wine Magnolia Michelia figo 
Prince of Orange Ixora chinensis 
Red Silk Cotton Tree Bombax ceiba 
Sacred Lotus  Nelumbo nucifera 
Saucer Magnolia Magnolia × soulangeana 
Shore Juniper  Juniperus conferta 
Snake Vine  Hibbertia scandens 
Tulip Tree  Liriodendron tulipiferum 
Waratah  Telopea speciosissima 
Water Lily  Nymphaea sp. 
Weeping Willow  Salix babylonica 
Wild Strawberry  Duchesnea indica 
Yellow Jasmine  Jasminium mesneyi 
Yellow Kowhai  Sophora tetraptera 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paeonia_suffruticosa
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Chinese Garden of Friendship, Darling Harbour—Conservation Management Plan—July 2019 
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2014) 
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• The Chinese Garden of Friendship—Horticultural Management Guidelines 2017 
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Preliminary Draft Report (Howard Coy, March 2004) 

• The Chinese Garden of Friendship—A Report with Feng Shui Analysis and 

Conceptual Advice (Howard Choy, April 2004) 
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December 2011) 
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• Map of the Town of Sydney (1831) 
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• Waterboard Map (1888) 

• Darling Harbour Resumptions (1901) 

• Little Pier Street Precinct—Archaeological Assessment (Godden Mackay, August 

1991) 

• Little Pier Street Precinct—Archaeological Excavation (Godden Mackay, October 

1992) 

• Dicksons Mill—1997 Archaeological Excavation (Godden Mackay Heritage 

Consultants, July 1998) 

• Cross City Tunnel Route, Darling Harbour to Kings Cross—Non-Indigenous 

Archaeological Assessment (Casey & Lowe, August 2002) 

• 299–305 Sussex Street, Sydney—Archaeological Assessment (City Plan, March 

2003) 

• Darling Walk Precinct Masterplan—Heritage Assessment (Sydney Harbour 

Foreshore Authority, November 2003) 

• Darling Walk, Darling Harbour—Non-Indigenous Archaeological Assessment 

(Casey & Lowe, June 2008) 

• Darling Walk, Darling Harbour—Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Assessment (Comber 

Consultants, July 2008) 

• Darling Walk, Darling Harbour, Sydney—Archaeological Management Strategy & 

Research Design (Casey & Lowe, August 2008) 

• Darling Walk—Archaeological Excavation, 2008/2009 Preliminary Results (Casey & 

Lowe, June 2009) 

• Darling Harbour Live, The Haymarket East & Boulevard—Non-Indigenous 

Archaeology Research Design for Testing, S139(4) Exemption Application (Casey 

& Lowe, June 2014) 

• IMAX Redevelopment (The Ribbon)—Historical Archaeological Assessment (GML 

Heritage, December 2016) 
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• Chinese Gardens Audit (May, 2011) 

• Chinese Gardens Darling Harbour, NSW—Hazardous Materials Management Plan 

(Prensa, November 2012 

• Chinese Garden of Friendship—Key Principles & Strategic Direction (Sydney 

Harbour Foreshore Authority, August 2013) 

• Chinese Gardens—Emperor’s Quest, Sculptures of the Chinese Zodiac—Care and 

Maintenance Manual (March 2014) 

• Chinese Garden of Friendship Operations Manual (Place Management NSW, July 

2017) 

• Chinese Garden of Friendship Vision Statement (Place Management NSW, 2017) 

• Chinese Garden of Friendship—Work Health Safety and Public Liability Risk 

Assessment (BRS Consulting, March 2018) 

• Chinese Garden of Friendship—Asset Maintenance Plan (ontoit, April 2018) 

• Chinese Garden of Friendship—Penjing Collection Audit 2011 (Sydney Harbour 

Foreshore Authority, October 2011) 

• The Garden of Friendship (Kirk Wilcox, Lorna Rose and Gary Colliton, 1988) 

• Darling Harbour: A New City Precinct (Barry Young, 1988) 

• Chinese Garden of Friendship, Darling Harbour—Conservation Maintenance, 

Marble Inscription Plaque (Rookwood Cemetery, May 2014) 

• Gardens of South China (Philippe Tot, July 2009) 

• Classical Chinese Gardens in Twenty-first Century America: Cultivating the Past 

(Carol Brash, ASIA Network Exchange, Volume 19, Fall 2011)  

• Transplanted Gardens: Aspects of the design of the Garden of Beneficence, 

Wellington, New Zealand (Duncan Campbell, Studies in the History of Gardens & 

Designed Landscapes: An International Quarterly, June 2011)  

• Chinese & Japanese Gardens in NSW (lost & surviving) and elsewhere in Australia 

(Stuart Read, January 2015) 

• From the Astor Court to Liu Fang Yuan: Exhibiting ‘Chinese-ness’ in America (Han 

Li, Journal of Curatorial Studies, Volume 4 Number 2 2015) 

• Chinese Garden—Calligraphy 

• Chinese Garden in Sydney—Drawing Number L5, L6, L9 (Guangzhou Gardens 

Planning Design Institute Guangzhou City, June 1986) 

• Chinese Gardens—Architectural & Landscape, Correspondence and Reports 

(1987) 

• Chinese Gardens—Construction Details (1987) 

• Darling Harbour Development, Chinese Garden—Supply of Granite Products 

(Harding Widnell & Trollope, March 1987) 

• Darling Harbour Bi-Centennial Development Project—Conservation Study (Public 

Works Department of NSW) 

• Master Plan Review, Summary and Findings (Darling Harbour Authority, January 

1994) 

• Darling Harbour Living Heritage Strategy (March 2016) 

• Darling Harbour Program for Renewal (Property NSW, May 2016) 

• Darling Harbour—Design and Development Code (Keys Young, September 2017) 

• Sydney Chinese Garden—Capital Works Upgrading (July 2009) 

• Chinese Gardens—Dilapidation Survey (Acumen Engineers, November 2013) 

• Chinese Gardens Forecourt Upgrade—Location of Boreholes (Douglas Partners, 

April 2015) 

• Chinese Gardens, Gur Pavilion—Expert Engineering and Paint Inspections (Paint & 

Technical Services, July 2015) 

• Chinese Gardens Forecourt Upgrade—Operation and Maintenance Manual (AJ 

Bristow and Sons, June 2016) 
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NSW 

Place Management NSW 

Level 4, 66 Harrington Street, Sydney NSW 2000 

PO Box N408, Grosvenor Place NSW 1220 

Tel 02 9240 8500  I  www.property.nsw.gov.au  

19 February 2017 

Ms Pauline Mackenzie 
Director, Heritage Division 
Offie of Environment & heritage 
Locked Bag 5020 
PARRAMATTA NSW 2124 

Dear Ms Mackenzie 

Nomination of the Chinese Garden of Friendship for SHR Listing 

Please find enclosed a completed nomination form for the Chinese Garden of 
Friendship in Darling Harbour, for the Heritage Council's consideration to list on the 
State Heritage Register. 

The nomination has been prepared by Place Management NSW in consultation with 
the Chinese Garden of Friendship Advisory Committee, and concludes the place is of 
State significance. 

Please do not hesitate to contact Mr Bruce Pettman, Acting Director Strategic 
Planning & Heritage on 9372 8349, bruce.pettmanfinance.nsw.gov.au  or Ms 
Miriam Stacy, Senior Manager Heritage on 9240 8825, 
Miriam.stacyproperty.nsw.qov.au  with any queries regarding the nomination. 

I look forward to a successful outcome from the listing process, 

Your sincerely 

Sam Romaniuk 
Chief Executive Officer 

Enc. 
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Heritage Council State Heritage Register Nomination Form 

Important notes for nominators 

Before completing this 
form, read the Guideline 
for Nominations to the 
State Heritage Register* 
to check whether a 
nomination is 
appropriate. 

You should only 
nominate an item you 
believe to be particularly 
important in the context 
of all of NSW, beyond 
the local area or region. 

This is because only 
items of state heritage 
significance are eligible 
for listing on the State 
Heritage Register. 

When completing this form note that: 

• It must be completed and submitted electronically.* 

• Follow the guideline* to fill out the form accurately. 

• YELLOW sections of this form are mandatory for your nomination 
to be accepted for consideration. 

• BLUE sections of this form are recommended, but are not essential, 
unless otherwise indicated in the form. 

• The completed form must show how the nominated place is state 
significant to meet the criteria for listing on the register. 

• Incomplete nominations, or those with insufficient information, may 
not be accepted. 

• A complete and accurate nomination form, with a clear assessment 
of state significance of the place or object, will assist in the timely 
consideration of your nomination. 

* Download this form and guideline at: www.heritage.nsw.gov.au/nominating  

A. Nominated place 

1. Name 

Name of place! object: Chinese Garden of Friendship 

Other or former 
name(s): 1 111 

2. Location 

Street address*: 1 (no.) Harbour Street (street name) 

Darling Harbour (suburb /town) 

Alternate street address: (no.) Liverpool Street (street name) 

Darling Harbour 
(suburb / town) 

Local government area: Sydney 
Land parcel(s)*: PT800 (Lot no/s) (section no.) 1164281 (DP no.) 

Lot 99 (Lot no/s) (section no.) 131431 (DP no.) 

(Lot no/s) (section no.) (DP no.) 
Co-ordinates*: (Latitude) (Longitude) (Datum) 

*At least one of these three location details must be provided. For a movable object, enter its prindpal location. If 
the place has no street number, provide land parcels. If it has no land parcels, provide Co-ordinates and a map. 

3. Extent of nomination 
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Source of map or plan: Deposited Plan1164281 overlaid with Sydney Harbour Foreshore 
Authority Garden of Friendship site plan 188-AR-2000   
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Boundary description 
(in words): 

The nominated area is bounded by, and includes, the enclosing walls 
and fencing of the garden. The listing also includes the western 
forecourt to the garden, including the entry stairs, lion statues, 
disability ramps, Chinese Elm plantings and associated garden beds.   

  

4. Ownership 

Name of owner(s): Place Management NSW 
Contact person: Bruce Pettman 
Contact position: Acting Director, Strategic Planning and Heritage 
Postal address: PO Box N408 Grosvenor Place (street address or postal box) 

Sydney (suburb or town) 

NSW (state) 2000 (post code) 

Phone number: p02 9240 87041m 0407 948 514 

Ownership explanation: 
Crown in right of New South Wales through Place Management 
NSW 

B. Significance 

5. Why is it important in NSW? 

   

Statement of state 
significance: 

 

The Chinese Garden of Friendship is of State significance as an 
outstanding exemplar of a community-based late overseas Chinese 
garden of the type found in Australasia, North America and Europe 
constructed in the late twentieth and early twenty-first century. It was 
the first in New South Wales, in Australia and in the southern 
hemisphere, and the second such example globally. It is rare as the 
only New South Wales' Southern or Cantonese style garden 
developed co-operatively between Sydney's Chinese communities and 
public authorities in New South Wales and Guangdong. 
The Garden displays Southern styles in its architecture, landscaping 
and horticulture. Typifying elements include the golden glazed roof 
tiles of the Clear View Pavilion, misty grey tiles and brickwork, the 
central Lake of Brightness and the Lotus Pond, serpentine pathways 
and granite bridges, the evocatively-named Unicorn and Phoenix 
natural rock sculptures, the sinuous sculpture of swirling dragons 
seeking the pearl of wisdom in the Dragon Wall, and the graceful Hall 
of Longevity and Peace Boat Pavilion. 
The Garden demonstrates living traditions of over a thousand years in 
formal garden design and making in China, and the long continuities 
of Chinese, and particularly Southern, formal garden design and 
horticultural practices. It expresses Cantonese cultural sensibilities 
within a Sydneysider environmental context, able to transcend 
boundaries between them. The Courtyard of Welcoming Fragrance 
houses the Gardens' penjing collection of miniature landscapes 
cultivated and shaped in Sydney, richly diverse in their use of Sydney 
indigenous species such as the Port Jackson Fig as well as species   
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from southern China. The cross-cultural significance of the collection 
is enhanced by geometric timber tracery screens and the open-sided 
pavilions that were copied from historic models in Sydney as a 
conscious expression of the imaginary Chinese styles called 
Chinoiserie. They provided a degree of popular familiarity and 
receptivity to Chinese gardens that hailed the construction of this 
garden. 
The Garden is a verdant unifying landscape tying the larger scale of 
the new Darling Harbour and the older, more intimate spaces of the 
streets and lanes of Haymarket. The continuing development of 
Sydney's Chinese communities and cultures and broader Australian-
Chinese communities are reflected in the garden's Southern Chinese 
design and artisanship, married with New South Wales and 
Sydneysider materials and construction practices. The Garden 
anchors and provides a continuity to a cultural landscape rooted in the 
ever-more sophisticated and distinctive Haymarket Chinatown of 
which it is now a distinct quarter. 
The garden symbolises the welcoming of Australian-Chinese 
communities into the broader New South Wales and Australian body-
politic. It represents the successful collaboration of Cantonese and 
Sydneysider architects, landscape architects, technicians and 
tradesmen, and the transference of traditional artisan skills and design 
techniques. It is a unique example of innovative cross-cultural 
exchange in the construction of built and landscape forms that clearly 
demonstrate the rich landscape history and heritage of Guangdong and 
southern China translated into a new and unique Sydney garden 
enjoyed by the whole community.  

Comparisons: Compared to other sites of Chinese-Australian interaction in Sydney 
and New South Wales, the Chinese Garden of Friendship is the only 
purposely-design garden landscape, displaying the Cantonese style, in 
NSW. However, it continues a tradition (recorded in the built 
environment) in New South Wales dating back to the mid-nineteenth 
century of adapting traditional Chinese, especially Cantonese, design, 
construction and materials with local materials and in local 
environments. The Garden demonstrates the significant role of 
locally-resident Chinese communities in shaping urban environments 
such as Darling Harbour and Haymarket as distinctive Cantonese-
Sydneysider and Chinese-Australian places. 

Within a national and global context, the Gardens are an early 
example of a Chinese Garden, and the second-known example of a 
Cantonese or Southern style garden, built outside China. Initially a 
response to the destruction of the Cultural Revolution in China, such 
gardens began to develop in non-Chinese societies after the 1984 
agreement by Britain to return Hong Kong to China. The Dr Sun Yat 
Sen Garden in Canada and the Bochun Garden in Germany predate 
the Sydney garden by two years, and as such the Sydney Chinese 
Garden is a comparatively rare and early example of its type, and the   
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earliest in the southern hemisphere. At least sixteen Chinese gardens 
were built around the world outside China after the Sydney garden. 

C. Description 

6. Existing place or object 

Description: The garden is a designed landscape largely enclosed by a masonry 
wall, covering 10,300m2 (1.03 ha) in area. This area is composed of 
three main elements: 
- garden landscaping 5,700m2 
- lake and streams 3,300m2 
- pavilions and other structures 1,300m2 
The proposed listing also includes the forecourt entrance stairs, fire 
egress ramp, two imperial guardian lion (or ski) statues and plantings 
of Chinese Elms, all of which adjoin the garden wall outside the 
garden proper. 

Prior to colonisation, the site was likely open water and partly mudflat 
on the edges of Cockle Bay. Much of Cockle Bay has been filled since 
that time, introducing filling materials of unknown quality and 
provenance and changing ground levels significantly. Following land 
reclamation, the site had multiple industrial uses from the early 19th 
century onwards, with its final use being for warehousing. Industrial 
remnants are buried below the garden, however it is highly unlikely 
that these materials will ever be encountered in the maintenance of the 
garden. 

The various elements are described in turn below. 

The garden wall - the garden is enclosed by a white painted and 
rendered masonry wall on 3 sides (south, east and north). The wall is 
approximately four metres in height and capped with scroll styled 
terracotta tiles. The western side of the garden is defined by a palisade 
fence transitioning to a mixed water and pavilion edge. The palisade 
fence is atypical but included so passing pedestrians can see into and 
be attracted to visit the garden. This 'open' fence also has a very 
important role in the feng shui of the garden, allowing the qi energy to 
move from the garden towards Cockle Bay. 

Forecourt - the garden entrance is defmed by stairs and a podium with 
two imperial guardian lion (or shi) statues protecting the entrance to 
the garden, one male and one female. The stairs and podium, while 
outside the garden walls, are part of the garden proper and part of the   
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entrance. The grove of Chinese Elms on either side of the entrance 
create a setting and provide both a visual and physical buffer between 
the garden and the exhibition halls further to the west. The disability 
access ramp leading to the entry podium was added in 2005 and is 
now an integral but visually subordinate element of the entrance 

Pavilions - there are 17 pavilions, some interconnected while others 
are free standing, constructed with components from both China and 
Australia, including: 
- grey roof tiles (Guangdong). 
- golden glazed roof (Guangdong). 
- Gurr pavilion, granite paving and handrails (Guangdong) 
- grey bricks (from Guangdong, recycled from demolished historic 
buildings). The bricks were refurbished and polished in China. 
- grey floor tiles (Shanghai). 
- grey ceramic door and window reveals (Shanghai). 
- ceramic grills (Shanghai). 
- granite column bases, margins, cladding, handrails, paving and door 
frames (Fujian). 
- geometric timber tracery, and other structural elements (New South 
Wales). 

Water - the water bodies, including the lake, pond and brooks, are 
constructed with a concrete base liner. The waterfall rockwork is 
sprayed concrete over a wire formwork, similar to the technique used 
in the artificial grottos in the animal enclosures at Taronga Zoo. Water 
is recycled, filtered and UV treated similarly to a public fountain 
system. 

Garden rock - all general landscape rock is water-weathered 
fossiliferous limestone from an ancient river bed, excavated from 
Cumnock Station, in Cabonne Shire, New South Wales. In China, 
similarly water-worn rock was very highly prized in gardens, often 
coming from Lake Tai. This represents a local variation in material on 
a traditional pattern of use. 

Garden granite bridges - all stone bridges are Guangdong Granite, 
from Guangdong. 

Featured rock sculptures 
- Ying rocks in the Courtyard of Welcoming Fragrance are weathered 
limestone quarried from the mountains of Yingde, a district in south 
Guangdong. 
- Ying rock sculptured mountain and stairs to the Tea House are from 
Yingde (see above). 
- Taihui rock in the garden of the Hall of Longevity is a rare 
weathered limestone from Lake Tai in China and a gift from 
Guangdong.   
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- Wax rock in paved courtyard of Hall of Longevity is a rare river-
moulded rock and a gift from Guangdong. 

The dragon wall is a double sided, free-standing screen made of 
glazed terracotta from China, commissioned specifically for this 
garden and a gift from the government of Guangdong. The wall 
depicts a blue dragon representing New South Wales and a brown 
dragon representing Guangdong, both are in search of the pearl of 
wisdom. The wall design is based on the 'nine dragon walls' in 
Datong, Shangxi. The wall was manufactured by Shiran Glazed 
Pottery in 943 pieces and assembled on site by potters from China. 

The main, or Mountain Gate was a gift from the government of 
Guangdong. 

Landscape paving - all paving including pebble mosaics are supplied 
and laid by New South Wales contractors. The mosaic patterns are 
both decorative and suggest a natural stone scree found along the 
edges of lakes and rivers. 

Pavilion artworks - all art including calligraphy, wall hangings and 
paintings are a gift from the government of Guangdong. 

Pavilion furniture - all traditional furniture pieces are a gift from 
Guangdong, while the recent addition of a display cabinet in the Water 
Pavilion was designed and built in New South Wales. 

Planting - all plants were sourced in New South Wales, including 
Australian and exotic species. There are two lychee trees that were 
planted by visiting governors of Guangdong province in 2009 and 
2015. Lychee is one of the 'four great fruits of Lingnan', along with 
banana, pineapple and paw paw. 

El  Penjing (kV() collection — Tenjing', or 'pun-ging' ( Ek-i)in 
Cantonese, roughly translates as 'landscapes in a tray' or 'tray 
scenery'. It focuses on creating a miniature landscape of trees and 
rock, sometimes with added figurines and landscape elements such as 
bridges, pavilions and farm animals. The collection commenced in 
1992, and is largely done in the Cantonese or Lingnan style of 
penjing, which is particular to Guangdong and Guangxi provinces. 
The style pays particular attention to matching the natural and 
artificial elements, such as plant and pot. 
There are 17 individual examples in the collection, composed of 13 
different species including two Ficus rubignosa (Port Jackson Fig). 
Ages of individual penjing, where known, range from 12 years to 
about 70 years. All have been cultivated and styled in Sydney by 
penjing artists. Two very old and well regarded penjing were sent 
from Guangdong as a gift in 1988, but they did not survive the  
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quarantine fumigation process. Some of the ceramic trays (pen or 
pun), and some of the specimen stones, are from Guangdong. The 
penjing collection is owned by the Crown through Place Management 
NSW. 

Condition of fabric 
and/or archaeological 
potential: 

Fabric - good to excellent 
Archaeological potential - moderate to high 

Integrity / intactness: Excellent 
Overall, the garden is little changed since construction. It can be 
appreciated that a garden is a living and evolving landscape. The 
plantings have matured considerably since 1988 and have at times 
affected key visual connections between various elements of the 
garden. General maintenance and considered interventions are 
addressing these matters over time. Plant shaping to align with design 
principles, including feng-shui, scale, massing and form are 
recognised and being addressed over time. 

There have been two construction modification projects since its 
creation: 

1 - In 2005 the use of the Blue Room as a café, which is located above 
the current café seating area, was abandoned due to poor access. An 
original memorabilia shop was converted into the current café. In 
order to construct a new kitchen, a small open courtyard at the back of 
the shop, where the penjing collection was originally displayed, was 
demolished. The penjing collection was moved to the Courtyard of 
Welcoming Fragrance as the garden entry. The Blue Room remains in 
original condition and is now used as a meeting room and for internal 
staff activities only. It is not currently (at the time of nomination) 
accessible to the public although this may change in the future. 

The forecourt was remodeled to accommodate an access ramp for 
those with a disability, and generally enlarged to the west to give the 
entrance more presence in the broader Darling Harbour landscape. 

2 - in 2013, the public toilet located along the southern wall was 
internally renovated. There was no change to its footprint. 

The pavilions are in original condition. Ongoing maintenance has 
focused on painting and minor repairs only. 

Modifications Dates: 2005: Conversion of shop into the café, the relocation of the penjing 
display and the reconfiguration of the forecourt. 
2013: The toilet renovation. 

Date you inspected 
the place for this 

January 2016, December 2016, December 2017 
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description: 

Current use*: Public garden 

Original or former 
use(s)*: 

Prior to colonisation the site was open water adjacent to a low lying 
swampy area. 
from about 1850 to 1984 the site was in-filled and used as industrial 
land. 

Further comments: Much of Darling Harbour's industrial landscape remains in situ, with 
the bicentenary landscape placed over the top. Rather than excavation 
and removal of industrial fabric at the Garden site, fill was placed over 
the top of the industrial fabric leaving much of it intact. It is assumed 
that under the Garden is a sequence of landfill and industrial remnants. 
There may well be at a lower depth, remnants of the pre industrial 
Cockle Bay floor with unknown residual materials. This places the 
site's archaeological potential in the moderate-high category 

Existing site levels in Harbour Street, which predate the bicentenary 
works, are at approximately RL3.0. The top of the Gun (mountain) is 
approximately RL10.0 and the entry forecourt is approximately 
RL3.2, the floor level of the various pavilions are at RL 3.5 while the 
bottom of the main pond is approximately RL0.4. Assuming the pre 
bicentenary industrial landscape was at a similar height to Harbour 
Street, then the level of filling is ranging from 0.5m to 7.0m. The 
ponds have been excavated into the industrial site in the order of 2.6m, 
and were constructed with a reinforced concrete base owing to the 
unstable nature of the underlying filling. In summary, it is highly 
unlikely that normal garden maintenance works will have any impact 
on the underlying archaeological resources. 

The potential for archaeological material of local or State significance 
to be present in the substrata is rated as moderate to high. 

Illustrations can be inserted as images in section J. 

* These details must be entered if you are basing the significance of the place or object on its past or present use. 

D. Historical outline 
7. Origins and historical evolution 

Years of 
construction*: 1986 (start year) 1988 (finish year) 

Designer / architect*: 

Concept and design development - Guangzhou Garden Planning and 
Building Design Institute, Guangzhou City, Guangdong 
Construction (Pavilion) documentation -Tsang and Lee, Sydney 
Landscape design - Guangzhou Garden Planning and Building Design 
Institute. 
Planting plans - Edmond Bull and Corkery, Hong Kong. 
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Civil engineering - Gutteridge Haskins and Davey. 
Electrical documents - New Darling Harbour Authority. 
Structural engineering documents- Gutteridge Haskins and Davey. 
Hydraulics documents - Gutteride Haskins and Davey. 
Waterfall hydraulics - Imperial Gardens, Sydney. 
Koi fish - Imperial Gardens, Sydney. 

Client - Darling Harbour Authority 
Construction and project management - Leightons Contractors Pty Ltd 
Stone/rock supplier - Australian Native Landscapes 

Maker/ builder: 

The Chinese Garden of Friendship was formally opened to the public 
in 1988 during the Bicentennial celebrations. It was the culmination 
of many years lobbying by Sydney's Chinese communities, and a 
complex design and construction process undertaken jointly by the 
Guangzhou Garden Planning & Design Institute and the Darling 
Harbour Authority. 

Mr Henry Tsang OAM is a leading figure in Sydney's Chinese 
community, a member of Sydney City Council (1991-1999) and the 
NSW Legislative Council (1999-2009). He had been advocating the 
establishment of a Chinese garden in Sydney since the 1970s. At that 
time, overseas Chinese gardens were first established in Hong Kong 
and Singapore. In the early 1980s, the grounds of Sydney's two oldest 
Chinese temples were embellished with new boundary walls and 
pailou (gates). At the same time, the local Chinese community in 
British Columbia (Canada) has succeeded in having a Chinese garden 
established in Vancouver, which opened in 1982. 

With the announcement in 1984 of the redevelopment of Darling 
Harbour to align with the upcoming 1988 bicentenary of colonisation, 
the local Chinese community lobbied the NSW government for a 
garden site in Darling Harbour. Tsang approached Neville Wran, the 
then Premier of New South Wales (1976-1986), to allocate an area of 
crown land for a traditional Chinese garden to celebrate the role of the 
Chinese community in developing Australia's commercial and social 
structures since the early 19th century. Tsang and the local Chinese 
community were able to secure from Wran a site adjacent to 
Chinatown in Haymarket, and helped facilitate an intergovernmental 
relationship between the Province of Guangdong and State of New 
South Wales to jointly fund, design and construct the new garden. 

The relationship between Sydney and Guangzhou (previously 
Romanized as Canton), the capital of Guangdong province, is 
particularly strong because of trade and migration since the earliest 
days of colonisation. The agreement stipulated Guangdong would 
provide the design of the garden and key building materials, furniture 
and artworks that are intrinsic to the classic garden typology, while 
New South Wales would manage and fund its construction through the 

Historical outline of 
place or object: 
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Darling Harbour Authority. 

The garden design is a built and horticultural expression of a private 
garden, sometimes described as a scholar's or classical garden. 
Garden typologies created over the last thousand years from the Song 
to the Qin dynasties demonstrate many historical, philosophical and 
regional variations. For instance, the cold climate Northern garden 
styles favour deciduous plant species and an urban character, while the 
warmer temperate climates of the Southern styles are marked by 
lusher sub-tropical plantings. Southern styles are sometimes called 
Cantonese, from their associations with Guangdong, Guangxi and 
Hainan provinces and Hong Kong and Macau, or Lingnam, meaning 
'south of the mountains', referring to the region's location south of the 
Five Ranges of the Yangtze Valley. Generally, a private garden is a 
place of retreat and reflection, poetry, art, calligraphy and horticulture. 

The Garden of Friendship design weaves the principles of auspicious 
positioning and orientation to channel positive qi energy through the 
garden; provides a preferred large and central water body to capture 
positive energy otherwise expressed as wealth and prosperity; 
demonstrates the placement of landforms to block unfavourable 
weather while opening the garden to the positive movement of the 
sun; places pavilions around the water body to reflect upon and 
disseminate the positive energy stored within the water body; and 
establishes key visual connections between the host and guest 
pavilions and landscape. A 2004 feng shui assessment of the garden 
considered it as a reflection of these design principles and as an 
embodiment of the five elemental relationships between water, earth, 
air, wood and steel. 

There is considerable documentation of the challenges with building 
the garden, from the initial Cantonese concept drawings and their 
conversion into Australian-style construction drawings; sourcing local 
trades people with the skills to undertake very unusual construction 
methodologies; finding suitable local building materials; importing 
special materials from China such as artworks, furniture, tiles and 
feature rocks; and the politics of Chinese working on the site within 
the strict union rules and regulations of the time. 

The garden was formally opened on 17 January 1988, at the 
commencement of the Bicentennial celebrations that strongly focused 
on Australia's achievements as a multi-cultural society with an official 
theme of 'Living Together'. It was first such garden in the southern 
hemisphere, the second in an English-language settler society after 
Vancouver, and among the earliest in the world. 

This process of 'translation', in which a Southern-style garden was re-
contextualised in the setting of the new Darling Harbour development, 
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National theme(s): 
Select one or more of 
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2. Peopling Australia 
3. Developing local, regional, national economies 
4. Building settlements, towns and cities 

State Heritage Register Nomination Form 

brought together a unique fusion of Cantonese and Sydneysider styles, 
materials, artisanship and horticultural practices. In the spirit of 
'translation', the garden's plantings have evolved greatly since that 
time. It was very raw when opened and being a new landscape was 
overplanted in the expectation that natural losses would occur. It has 
prospered, and over time plants have had to be removed to give others 
around them room to expand, and to preserve particular visual 
connections. 

Like any living garden, the Garden of Friendship is continually 
changing, and these dynamic processes are actively managed to retain 
the original design spirit and integrity while allowing its evolution in 
response to climatic and social changes, and the natural life cycles of 
living plants. 

Key elements within the townscape setting for the Garden of 
Friendship are Tumbalong Park and Tumbalong Boulevard. 
Tumbalong Park is a key link in the qi line from the garden to Cockle 
Bay, while the boulevard is the effective buffer between the garden 
and the very large Sydney International Convention Exhibition and 
Entertainment Precinct (SICEEP) structures. The qi line has been 
marked since 2017 by a bronze strip across the stage in Tumbalong 
Park symbolically linking the garden with the parkland and the waters 
of Darling Harbour. 

The garden is located on land in Cockle Bay that was progressively 
reclaimed and industrialised from the early years of the 19th century. 
Industries included ship building and repairs around the edges of the 
waterways, while further inland the predominant uses were 
engineering workshops, metal foundries and food milling factories. 
The site was first developed as Mort's Fresh Food & Ice Company in 
the 1850s with internationally significant developments in 
refrigeration technology arising from this period. Late 19th century 
light industrial buildings on the site and in its vicinity were 
demolished in 1985 as part of the Darling Harbour Bicentenary 
redevelopment. This site history is uncommon for overseas Chinese 
gardens which are typically located within existing parklands. The 
exception is several gardens in Hong Kong built in the 1970s-80s on 
reclaimed waterside industrial land. 

* These details must be entered (as shown in the guideline) if you are basing the significance of the place or object 
on its architectural or technical qualities or its historical period of construction. 

Historical maps, photographs or other illustrations that help to explain the history of the place can be inserted in 
section J. 

8. Historical themes represented 
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The Chinese Garden of Friendship is historically significant for 
showing evidence of the significant human activity of making and 
maintaining gardens and the practices of horticulture and landscape 
design. It continues long traditions in formal garden design and 
making in China of over a thousand years, and more recent traditions 
of some two hundred years of formal garden design and making in 
New South Wales. The particular garden style evident in this garden 
shows the blending of Southern or Cantonese style design and 
elements from Guangdong with building and plant materials from 
New South Wales to produce a historically unique garden in Sydney. 

The Chinese Garden of Friendship is historically significant for 
showing evidence of the significant human activity of urban renewal 
programs in major world cities. Its location in Darling Harbour, 
formerly a polluted industrial area of the city, and its subsequent 
survival and development during later waves of urban renewal in the 
precinct, are evidence of its historical importance in anchoring and 
providing continuity during periods of upheaval associated with urban 
renewal programs. 
The Chinese Garden of Friendship is historically significant for its 
associations with a significant activity or historical phase, the 
symbolic public acceptance of Australian-Chinese communities as 
part of the broader New South Wales and Australian communities, 
during the 1988 bicentennial celebrations during which 
multiculturalism and a theme of 'Living Together' was strongly 
promoted. 

The Chinese Garden of Friendship is historically significant for its 
associations with a significant activity or historical phase, the late   

A. It is important in 
the course or pattern 
of the cultural or 
natural history of 
NSW. 

State Heritage Register Nomination Form 

New line for each 
selected. 

8. Developing Australia's cultural life 
9. Marking the phases of life 

State theme(s): Within National themes 1-3: 
2. Ethnic influences 

Select one or more for 
each above selected 

2. Migration 

National theme 1-9. 3. Environment - cultural landscape 

New line for each 
selected. Within National themes 4-9: 

4. Towns, suburbs and villages 
8. Creative endeavour 
8. Leisure 
9. Persons 

E. Criteria 
9. Assessment under Heritage Council criteria of state significance 
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twentieth-early twenty first century building of overseas Chinese 
gardens in non-Chinese societies in Australasia, North America and 
Europe, of which this garden is the second such example globally and 
the first in New South wales and Australia. 

The Chinese Garden of Friendship is historically significant for 
maintaining or showing the continuity of a historical process or 
activity, the continuing development of the local Sydneysider and 
broader Australian-Chinese communities. These communities have 
continued to evolve since the early-mid nineteenth century, processes 
that are manifested in a sequence of vernacular and designed 
structures and landscapes across the State that reflect Chinese, and 
more particularly Cantonese, design and artisanship and New South 
Wales and Sydneyside materials and construction practices. The 
Garden, as a product of the desires of the local community and its 
leaders, further evidences this historical process of 'translating' a 
venerable and historic institution, the formal garden, into a new 
physical and cultural environment. 

The Chinese Garden of Friendship is historically significant for 
maintaining or showing the continuity of a historical process or 
activity, the very long continuities of Chinese, and particularly 
Southern, formal garden design and horticultural practices that express 
Cantonese cultural sensibilities within a Sydneysider environmental 
context, and blurs the boundaries between them. The garden 
continues, through its dynamic living nature and continuing 
maintenance practices, to be a manifestation of some two centuries of 
cultural, social and economic exchange between New South Wales 
and Guangdong. 

The Chinese Garden of Friendship is historically significant for 
maintaining or showing the continuity of a historical process or 
activity, the increasingly more sophisticated development of 
distinctive Chinatowns in Sydney, and especially Haymarket, which 
continues to thrive and grow while earlier Chinatowns, such as in The 
Rocks and Surry Hills, are now mainly historical rather than living 
communities. 
The Chinese Garden of Friendship is significant for its associations 
with two significant persons in New South Wales recent history, Mr 
Henry Tsang OAM and Mr Neville Wran AC. 

Mr Henry Tsang OAM, former City of Sydney councillor and Deputy 
Lord Mayor 1991 to 1999, and member of the NSW Legislative 
Council 1999 to 2009, was instrumental in negotiating on behalf of the 
Chinese community in Sydney with the New South Wales government 
for an appropriate site for the Garden. Tsang's architectural practice 
Tsang & Lee was also the principle consultant that interpreted the 
documents provided by the Cantonese designers and converted them  

B. It has a strong or 
special association 
with the life or works 
of a person, or group 
of persons of 
importance in the 
cultural or natural 
history of NSW. 
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into suitable construction drawings, making them intelligible to local 
Sydney builders and facilitating a cross-cultural exchange of 
knowledge about building and garden design and construction. 

Neville Wran AC CNZM QC was Premier of NSW from 1976 to 
1986, and authorised the successful negotiations with the Guangdong 
provincial government to jointly design and fund the Garden. 

The Chinese Garden of Friendship is significant for its associations 
with two significant groups of persons, firstly the Darling Harbour 
Authority (DHA) which had carriage of not only the Garden of 
Friendship project, but the wider Darling Harbour redevelopment 
project, and secondly the Guangdong Garden Planning & Building 
Design Institute in Guangzhou, which is equivalent to the New South 
Wales [former] Public Works Department and a state agency 
undertaking projects on behalf of the provincial government. 

The Chinese Garden of Friendship is significant for its associations 
with Sydney's Chinese communities, who conceived the idea of a 
Chinese garden in Sydney, then set about organising and lobbying 
authorities for a site and for funding for the Garden and its 
construction, and who continue to engage with the Gardens for 
significant communal, family and personal activities and events.. 

The Chinese Garden of Friendship is significant for its associations 
with creative or technical innovation or achievement, representing the 
successful collaboration of Cantonese and Sydneysider architects, 
landscape architects, technicians and tradesmen in the transference of 
traditional artisan skills and design techniques. Elements such as 
pavilions, bridges, rockwork, landscape art and furniture reflect 
Chinese architectural styles, some of which were constructed by 
artisans from Guangzhou while others were built by local artisans 
trained to work on construction types, and using materials and 
techniques, that would otherwise rarely arise in Australian design and 
construction. The gardens represent a unique example of innovative 
cross-cultural exchange. 

The Chinese Garden of Friendship is significant as an inspiration for 
creative or technical innovation or achievement, such as its penjing 
collection of miniature landscapes that are known in a limited number 
of other overseas Chinese gardens, including Singapore, Seattle, 
Montreal, Portland and Huntington. The penjing have been cultivated 
and shaped in Sydney and form a distinctive and highly creative 
element in the gardens, especially in their use of some Sydney 
indigenous species such as the Port Jackson Fig. The penjing 
collection at the Gardens has inspired the development of other  

C. It is important in 
demonstrating 
aesthetic 
characteristics and/or 
a high degree of 
creative or technical 
achievement in NSW. 
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penjing collections in New South Wales and the establishment of a 
Penjing Academy. 

The Chinese Garden of Friendship is significant for being 
aesthetically distinctive as the only example of a Southern style 
Chinese garden in New South Wales and Australia, with distinctive 
design elements evident in its seventeen pavilions, natural rock 
formations and planting arrangements, in the unique glazed dragon 
screen or wall in which a blue dragon represents New South Wales 
and a brown dragon represents Guangdong, in the enclosing wave-
topped white wall and the entrance gate guarded by imperial sin 
(lions). There is no other landscape of comparable aesthetic 
distinctiveness in New South Wales. 

The Chinese Garden of Friendship is significant for its landmark 
qualities as the crowning element in the landscape that unites the 
newer larger scales of the Sydney International Convention Exhibition 
and Entertainment Precinct (SICEEP) structures and open spaces in 
Darling Harbour and the older more intimate scale of the enclosing 
streets and lanes of Haymarket. Motorists travelling on the A4 
motorway obtain glimpses of the golden-roofed pavilions through the 
trees and over the enclosing boundary wall, as do residents of high-
rise apartment towers facing Harbour Street, views not available 
anywhere elsewhere in Sydney. In longer views, the Gardens form a 
distinctive landmark of natural greenery and trees amid an otherwise 
highly-built environment. 

The Chinese garden of Friendship is significant for exemplifying a 

particular taste, style or technology in the forms of Southern or 
Cantonese styles in architecture, landscaping and horticulture. 
Stylistic elements such as the golden glazed roof tiles, the grey bricks, 
the combination of water bodies including a large central lake with 
ponds, brooks and waterfall, the granite bridges, the natural rock 
sculptures, the dragon wall, and the Mountain Gate exemplify the 
style, as do particular plantings such as lychee trees planted by visiting 
dignitaries from Guangdong. 

The Chinese garden of Friendship is significant for exemplifying a 

particular taste, style or technology in the geometric timber tracery 
screens and the open-sided pavilions that exemplify stylistic elements 
copied, with varying degrees of accuracy, as a conscious expression of 
imaginary Chinese styles, known as Chinoiserie, intended for a 
Western audience. They exemplify the original material forms of 
such a style, and show their capacity to respond to the local climatic 
character in providing perforated screens and shading for outdoor 
rooms and verandahs, of which examples can be found across Sydney. 
This historical experience of Chinoiserie in Western societies has 
given the concepts that shape a Chinese garden some degree of   
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familiarity to western audiences. 

The Chinese garden of Friendship is significant for exemplifying a 
particular taste, style or technology that expresses a desire to create an 
'authentic' Chinese garden that also, in order to be achieved, had to be 
translated into a new environment with various adaptations while still 
acting as a way for local Cantonese and other Chinese communities to 
assert their presence and identity in an Anglo-based multi-cultural 
society, both historically and in the present.  

The Chinese Garden of Friendship is significant for its special 
associations with Sydney's Chinese communities and broader 
Australian Chinese communities. The garden hosts Chinese 
community meetings, plays an important role in the annual Chinese 
New Year celebrations and is a place for cultural activities such as 
traditional tea ceremonies, Chinese Opera, and penjing display 
competitions. 

The Chinese Garden of Friendship is significant for its importance to a 
community's sense of place, evident in garden visitation and event 
data that records some 230,000 visitors during 2016-17, and an 
average over the five years 2012-2017 of 205,000 visitors. Visitors 
include school groups, school holiday programs, evening functions 
and wedding ceremonies, as well as filming and photography 
activities. 

The Chinese Garden of Friendship is important to a community's 
sense of place because of its location in a transitional space between 
the older Chinatown of Haymarket and the urban renewal spaces of 
Darling Harbour. The Garden is increasingly regarded in Sydney's 
Chinese communities as a quarter of Chinatown, as the 'domain' or 
'parkland' of Chinatown that helps reinforce a strong sense of place 
and functions as a place of respite and reflection, of celebration and 
community-building in a locality of rapidly growing high-rise 
residential buildings and increasing population densities.  
The Chinese Garden of Friendship is an important benchmark or 
reference site as a substantial and well-documented Southern or 
Cantonese style garden translated into a particularly Sydney and more 
generally New South Wales physical environment, and the adaptations 
that needed to be made to achieve a successful and enduring 
translation. It is the benchmark against which any other overseas 
Chinese gardens in the same style can be compared, within New South 
Wales, or in Australia, or globally. 

The Chinese Garden of Friendship has some potential to yield 
scientific or archaeological information about the pre-colonial land 
forms and estuarine environments of Cockle Bay and Darling Harbour 
should any such evidence survive beneath the sequential land fill and  

D. It has strong or 
special association 
with a particular 
community or cultural 
group in NSW for 
social, cultural or 
spiritual reasons. 

E. It has potential to 
yield information that 
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cultural or natural 
history of NSW. 
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excavation processes that occurred on the site from the late 
eighteenth-century onwards. 

The Chinese Garden of Friendship has some potential to yield 
scientific or archaeological information from the site of the NSW 
Fresh Food & Ice Co, as the disturbance to the ground is minimal and 
large archaeological deposits may still be extant. The site offers 
research potential into the invention and development of refrigeration 
and freezing technology in Australia. 

The Chinese Garden of Friendship is rare as the only example of its 
type in New South Wales of a Southern or Cantonese style garden, 
developed in co-operation between Sydney's local Chinese 
communities and the relevant authorities in New South Wales and 
Guangdong. More recent Chinese gardens in New South Wales 
evidence different styles and have not been developed to the same 
extent or in a similar highly urbanized environment. 

F. It possesses 
uncommon, rare or 
endangered aspects 
of the cultural or 
natural history of 
NSW. 

The Chinese Garden of Friendship is rare for its capacity to 
demonstrate designs and techniques of exceptional interest, especially 
in the transfer of design knowledge and artisan skills between 
Guangdong and New South Wales artisans and managers, and in the 
construction of built and landscape forms that clearly demonstrate the 
rich built and horticultural history and heritage of Guangdong and 
southern China. 

The Chinese Garden of Friendship is rare as evidence of a significant 
human activity important to a community, Sydney's Chinese 
communities and the broader Australian-Chinese communities, and 
the uncommon activity of establishing and maintaining a Chinese 
garden as a public park, which expresses a particular Southern style as 
adapted and translated in New South Wales to form a place of unique 
importance to those and other Australian communities.. 

The Chinese Garden of Friendship is representative in demonstrating 
the principle characteristics of an important class or group of items, 
the designed formal garden in which a version of a 'natural' landscape 
is contrived as an expression of cultural values, and which appears to 
be unchanging but is actually a living and dynamic landscape that is 
carefully and consistently managed to achieve an affect of continuity 
and tranquility. 

The Chinese Garden of Friendship is representative in having the 
principle characteristics of an important class or group of items, the 
Southern or Cantonese, sometimes called Lingnam, style garden from 
southern China and in particular Guangdong province, as interpreted 
and developed in overseas societies. Such a class of items are 

G. It is important in 
demonstrating the 
principal 
characteristics of a 
class of cultural or 
natural places/ 
environments in NSW. 
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important in demonstrating both ancient practices of garden design 
and maintenance, particularly in respect of orientation for sun and 
shade, the placement of pavilions, mountain and water to maximise 
positive qi, and the selection and placement of trees and plants to 
reinforce the cultural, spiritual and mythical values that plants bring to 
the garden and are fundamental to this typology; and the long-standing 
and continuing connections between southern China and the overseas 
places in which Cantonese communities have settled and developed as 
communities integral to the development of new societies. 

The Chinese Garden of Friendship is representative in having the 
principle characteristics of an important class or group of items, that 
of Chinese gardens, of various styles and time periods, established and 
maintained in Anglo-based multi-cultural societies at the impetus of 
locally-resident Chinese communities and adjacent to or within a local 
Chinatown. This class of items are evident in Vancouver (Canada) 
and Portland (USA) as well as Sydney, and their locations manifest 
the long historical connections between these communities and these 
places. 

F. Listings 

10. Existing heritage listings 

Check one box for each of the following listings: 

Listed Not listed 
Local environmental plan (LEP) - heritage item (call the local council to confirm) 

Regional environmental plan (REP) - heritage item (call the local council to confirm) 

LEP - Conservation area (call the local council to confirm) 

Draft LEP - Draft heritage item (call the local council to confirm) 

Draft LEP - Draft conservation area (call the local council to confirm) 

State Heritage Register (search the register at www.heritage.nsw.gov.au) 

National Trust register (call the National Trust to confirm) 

17 Aboriginal heritage information management system (by Dept. of Environment & Conservation) 
•w Royal Australian Institute of Architects Register of 20t11  Century Architecture (call the RAIA) 

T1 National shipwreck database (search maritime.heritage.nsw.00v.au/Dublic/welcome.cfm)  

n Engineers Australia list (call Engineers Australia to confirm) 

ri National Heritage List (search Australian Heritage Database www.deh.clov.au/cgi-bin/andb/search.ol)  

Commonwealth Heritage List (search above Australian Heritage Database) 

I Register of the National Estate (search above Australian Heritage Database) 

17 NSW agency heritage and conservation section 170 register (call owner or occupier Agency) 

Other listings: 

G. Photograph 
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11. Image 1 

Principal photograph of 
place or object: 
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Subject of photo: 

View over the Lake of Brightness to the Twin Pavilion and the 
Pavilion of Clear Views, Chinese Garden of Friendship, Darling 
Harbour 

Date of photo: Februar 2016 
Photographer: Peter Nowland 
Copyright holder: Crown in ri:ht of NSW tl-trou.th Place Mana.tement NSW 

Include additional photographs and images in section J. 

If possible, please also provide a high resolution, publication-quality copy of this image saved to disk (or as non-
digital prints) with the signed hard-copy of the nomination form. 

H. Author 

12. Primary author of this form 

Your name: Mr Bruce (first) Baskerville (family) 

Organisation: Place Management NSW 
Position: Historian 
Daytime phone 
number: 02 9240 8706 

Fax number: 

Postal address: PO Box N408 Grosvenor Place (street address or postal box) 

Sydney (suburb or town) 

NSW (state) 2000 (post code) 

Email address: bruce.baskerville@property.nsw.gov.au  
13 February 2018 Date form completed: 

13. References used for completing this form 

Author Title Publisher 
Repository / 
location 

Year 
published 
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NSW GOVERNMENT 

Department of Planning 

Heritage Council 

FAIEFSIE 
of SoJ1.-  ',V2.;es 

1.  
Lorna Rose and 
Gary Colliston 

The Garden of 
Friendship 

Mason Stewart 
Publishing 

Sydney 
Harbour 
Foreshore 
Authority 

1988 

2.  
Peter Nowland 
SHFA 

The Chinese 
Garden of 
Friendship 
Horticultural 
Major 
Maintenance Plan 
20012 to 2015 

Not published 

Sydney 
Harbour 
Foreshore 
Authority 

2012 

3.  
Howard Choy 
Feng Shui 
Architects 

Report of Feng 
Shui Analysis and 
Conceptual 
Advice 

Not published 

Sydney 
Harbour 
Foreshore 
Authority 

2004 

4.  
Bianca Maria 
Rinaldi 

The Chinese 
Garden 
Garden Types for 
Contemporary 
Landscape 
Architecture 

Birkhauser 2011 

5.  Ji Cheng 
The Craft of 
Gardens 

Yale University 
1582 and 
translated 
1988 

6.  James Beattie 

Growing Chinese 
Influences in New 
Zealand Chinese 
Gardens: Identity 
and Meaning 

New Zealand 
Journal of Asian 
Studies, Vol 9, No 1, 
June 2007: 38-61 

2007 

7.  
Duncan 
Campbell 

Transplanted 
Gardens: aspects of 
the design of the 
Garden of 
Beneficence, 
Wellington, New 
Zealand 

Studies in the 
History of Gardens 
and Design 
Landscapes, Vol 31, 
No 2: 160-166 

2011 

8.  Carol Brash 

Classical Chinese 
Gardens in Twenty- 
First Century 
America: Cultivating 
the past 

ASIANetwork 
Exchange, Vol 19, 
No 1, Fall 2011 

2011 

9.  
Han Li 

From the Astor 
Court to Liu Fang 
Yuan: Exhibiting 
'Chinese-ness' in 
America 

Journal of Curatorial 
Studies, Vol 4, No 2: 
2015: 285-307 

2015 

10.  

Tracking the 
Dragon: A guide for 
finding and 
assessing Chinese 
Australian Heritage 
Places 

Australian Heritage 
Commission, 
Canberra 

. 

2002 

11.  Sue Hodges Interpretation Sue Hodges PMNSW 2012 
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NSW GOVERNMENT 

Department of Planning 

Heritage Council 

inor7:41rii 

Strategy 2012: 
Chinese Garden of 
Friendship  

Productions Archives 

12. 

State Heritage Register Nomination Form 

14. Signed by author 

15. Signed by copyright holder(s) of image(s) 

 

    

     

    

13-im ççs 

 

Image copyright holder (sign and pint name) Dated 

Image copyright holder (sign and print name) Dated 

Image copyright holder (sign and print name) Dated 

Signing 14 and 15 confirms the author of this form and copyright holder(s) of images give permission for the 
Heritage Branch to use non-confidential information and images entered in this form for any purpose related to 
processing the nomination. Possible uses include (but are not limited to) publication on the Heritage Branch 
website, newsletter, reports or other publications. The author of the form, image copyright holder(s) and 
photographer(s) will be acknowledged when published. 

I. Nominator 

16. Nominator to be contacted by Heritage Branch 

Name: Ms Bruce (first) Pettman (family) 
Organisation: Place Management NSW 
Position in 
organisation: 

Acting Director Strategic Planning and Heritage 

Daytime phone 
number: p 02 9240 87041m 0407 948 514 
Fax number: 
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NSW GOVERNMENT 

Department of Planning 

Heritage Council 

61.011-11E 

The year 2018 marks the 30th or Pearl anniversary of the opening of 
the Gardens in 1988, and the nomination is made in this year as part of 
the celebrations marking the anniversary. 

In addition, the Chinese Garden of Friendship is a unique cultural 
institution within the diverse context of Sydney and New South 
Wales. Its construction was initiated by Sydney's Chinese 
communities of Sydney, and is a symbol of the enduring friendship 
between the City of Sydney and the City of Guangzhou, the State of 
New South Wales and the Province of Guangdong. It presents a 
special opportunity for education and cultural engagement with 
Chinese culture and the diverse cultures of Sydney that will be 
encouraged by SHR-listing. 

Finally, comparative analyses have shown the Chinese Garden of 
Friendship is unique as a garden or landscape style in New South 
Wales, and can also be understood as a rare example of Australian-
Chinese or New South Wales-Guangdong or Sydneysider-Chinese 
'fusion' style materials and aesthetics for which these is an 
underappreciated history dating back to the 1850s. On its 30th 
anniversary the Garden is now worthy of recognition as part of the 
cultural heritage of all the people of New South Wales   

Background or 
reasons for 
nomination: 

ko-v OMtJ . 
Nominator (sign and print name)  

272.1 2-iit 
Dated 

State Heritage Register Nomination Form 

Postal address: PO Box N408 (street address or postal box) 

Grosvenor Place (suburb or town) 

NSW (state) 2000 (post code) 

Email address: bruce.pettman@property.nsw.gov.au  

Alternate contact 
name: Ms Miriam (first) Stacy (family) 

Position in 
organisation: Senior Manager, Heritage 
Daytime phone 
number: 02 9240 8825 
Fax number: 

Postal address: PO Box N408, Grosvenor Place, Sydney 2000 
Email address: Miriam.Stacy@property.nsw.gov.au  

17. Reasons for nomination 

18. Form signed by nominator for submitting 

CHECKLIST Spell check your form - double click here (or F7) 
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NSW GOVERNMENT 

Department of Planning 

Heritage Council 

WEN 

Post all of the following: 

1. a signed hard-copy of the form; 

2. an electronic copy of the completed 
form saved to disk (unless you prefer to 
email it separately); and 

3. other attachments, such as high-
resolution copies of photographs 
suitable for publication. 

Addressed to: 
The Director 
Heritage Branch 
NSW Department of Planning 
Locked Bag 5020 
Parramatta NSW 2124 

If an electronic copy of the form is 
not posted, email it instead to: 

nominationsplanninc.nsw.gov.au   

State Heritage Register Nomination Form 

Before submitting this form, check that you have: 

completed all yellow sections, and other sections marked as essential. 
completed blue sections wherever possible. 
explained why the place or object is state significant in the statement of state 
significance. 
explained how one or more of the criterion has been fulfilled for listing. 
inserted photographs, maps and other illustrations as digital or scanned images. 
acknowledged all sources and references you used. 
signed and dated this form. 
obtained the nominator's and image copyright holders' signatures. 
if possible, attached a disk (or non-digital prints) for posting select image/s of high 
resolution, suitable for publication. 

TO SUBMIT THIS NOMINATION: 
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State Heritage Register Nomination Form 

J. Additional photographs, maps or other images 

Image 2 

Photograph or other 
image : 
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Subject of image: View towards ent .  avilion - Hall of Clear Shade 
Date of image: Februar 2016 
Photographer or author: Peter Nowland 
Copyright holder: Crown in ritht of NSW throu• h Place Manatement NSW 

Image 3 

Photograph or other 
image: 
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Subject of image: View of Court ard of Welcornint Fra trance 
Date of image: Februar 2016 
Photographer or author: Peter Nowland 
Copyright holder: Crown in ritht of NSW throuth Place Mana  .  ement NSW 
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Heritage Council 
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State Heritage Register Nomination Form 

Image 4 

image: 
Photograph or other  
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Subject  of image: View over Lotus Pond towards Lenient Jade Pavilion 
Date of image: Februar 2016 
Photographer or author: Peter Nowland 
Copyright holder: Crown in ri!ht of NSW throu!h Place Mana. ement NSW 

Image 5 

Photograph or other 
image: 
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Subject of image: View of Waterfall and Rinsin• Jade Pavilion 
Date of image: Februar 2016 
Photographer or author: Peter Nowland 
Copyright holder: Crown in ri!ht of NSW throw h Place Mana!ement NSW 
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State Heritage Register Nomination Form 

Image 6 

Photograph or other 
image: t'•..''  
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Subject of image: View of Lake of Brithtness and Peace Boat Pavilion 
Date of image: Februar 2013 
Photographer or author: Simon Dance 
Copyright holder: Crown in ri!ht of NSW throuth Place Mana:ement NSW 

Image 7 

Photograph or other 
image: 
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View of Draton Wall from the Hall of Lon! evit Subject of image: 

Date of image: Februar 2013 
Photographer or author: Simon Dance 
Copyright holder: Crown in ri:ht of NSW throw h Place Mana:ement NSW 
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Heritage Council State Heritage Register Nomination Form 

Image 8 

Photograph or other 
image: 
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Subject of image: View of zi za. bridte and Peace Boat Pavilion 
Date of image: Januar 2016 
Photographer or author: Peter Nowland 
Copyright holder: _ _ _ Crown in ri.ht of NSW throu.h Place Mana. ement NSW 

Image 9 

Photograph or other 
image: 
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Subject of image: View of Moon Brid. e over Cascadin. Brook 
Date of image: Januar 2016 
Photographer or author: Peter Nowland 
Copyright holder: Crown in ri.ht  of NSW throu.h Place Mana. ement NSW 
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image: 
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Subject of image: View throu. h Boat Pavilion to Lotus Pond 
Date of image: Januar 2016 
Photographer or author: Bruce Baskerville 
Copyright holder: Crown in right of NSW through Place Management NSW 

State Heritage Register Nomination Form 

Image 10 

Image 11 

Photograph or other 
image: 
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Subject of image: Architectural sections 
Date of image: c1986 
Photographer or author: Guangzhou Garden Planning and Building Design Group 
Copyright holder: Crown in right of NSW through Place Management NSW 
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State Heritage Register Nomination Form 

Image 12 

Photograph or other 
image: 
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Subject of image: 
Concept perspective - View of zig zag bridge looking towards the 
Twin Pavilion and Gurr 

Date of image: c1986 
Photographer or author: Guangzhou Garden Planning and Building Design Group 
Copyright holder: Crown in right of NSW through Place Management NSW 

Image 13 

Photograph or other 
image: 
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Subject of image: Birdse e View of Lake of Brithtness with GUlT Pavilion 
Date of image: November 2016 
Photographer or author: Simon Dance 
Copyright holder: Crown in ritht of NSW throw. h Place Mana• ement NSW 
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Image 14 
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Subject of image: 
Aerial view, looking north, Tumbakmg Park in lower right corner, 
Tumbalong Boulevard mid-right side, Harbour Street left side 

Date of image: 2016 
Photographer or author: Nearmap 
Copyright holder: Nearmap 

Image 15 
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Photograph or other 
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CHINESE GARDEN SITE MAP 

• Men ertrart.-e • Read no  Boon Pennon • Rod- Foreq and one Tare or 
Hall cf Oen Shadv • , 'Age. & Me landiud' The Sages 

• Commemoralne Pa., mn in Bamboo Fores1 • Peace Bow Ravi ..vi 
• Cooly/ea of Welcoming Fragrance • Wanderog Gallen/ 0  Blue Room 

Paging .M..4,1 • Drag-4, Tower • Teahouse outdo& 00001 area 
• Hall of Longevly • Waterlall • Tear., Pay Ion 
• Dragon Well 111, Rnsmg Jade Pawl. • Teahouse kr. - Jade Carnage 
• Lenert Jade Revlon • Teen PavIllon • AqJal, Ramon 
• Water Paynon ot Lotus Fragrar. • Dee Gurr (Clear Wee Pavilion' •Dragon Rod. 
• Round Panhon 0 Cascading B•ccv Theme Rod. 
• Chamber of C;eer Rhylene • Sleeptry Bay arlIne Rivera Roof. 

Irrope4ral cf*Iume tyre 

a  P.Acos arr."1 Rambo° .nd Pod, •  14.41.4,  Game Uracorn Ron, 

Subject of image: Garden Site Map 
Date of image: 1988 
Photographer or author: Unknown 
Copyright holder: Crown in right of NSW through Place Management NSW 
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GML Heritage 

Chinese Garden of Friendship, Darling Harbour—Conservation Management Plan—August 2019 
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